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BEAUTY 15 DNLY SKIN DEEP,
BUT SPACE l:iDES DN FDFIEVEFI.
T his is the bumper sticker I slapped on my starship. But
I'm the captain, so who says I can't make a statement to
my fellow merchants? Besides, it's true.
In the vastness of space, there's plenty of
room for genuine ugliness. I run into lots
of aliens - spineless blobs like the
Spemin, bizarro mystic broccoli like the
Tandelou - that make me shudder and
reach for the nearest can of industrialstrength pesticide.

that resemble the hairy mold growing in the shower. And
I remind myself: Life is no beauty pageant.

So why do I do it? So I can cop an
intellectual toaster and slice and dice
some phantom in the nebula? Do I give a
flying fungus?

S tarflight™ 2 combines the complexity
and humor of the smash hit Starflight
with new features, aliens, plots and
locations. Talk and trade with 29 new
alien species, each with individual
cultures and personalities. Explore over
500 worlds in search of new weapons
and technology: B last □ Pods, System
Scanners, Psychic Probes, Mineral
Drones, and more.

No original Starflight™ experience
necessary. Includes security decoder and
authentic Humna Humna map device.

I guess I really do. The planet Arth needs
fuel and technology to withstand a Spemin
blob-literation. So rather than vegetate
before the T.V., I talk to vegetables in
space and trade with bug-eyed aliens

"The world of Starflight 2 is one of the
most colorful worlds ever crammed into
a computer .. . It's a great sequel to a
great game." - Computer Gaming World

FACES ONLY A MOTHER
COULD LOVE.
Secrets only an ally can discover.

BOLDLY GO WHERE
NO SALESMAN
HAS GONE BEFORE.
Trade with aliens for fun and profit.

Pl
~

For your own "Beauty is only skin deep, but space
goes on forever" bumper sticker, send $1 .00 and a
Nid Berry to Electronic Arts, Attn: Nid Berry Clerk,
1B20 Gateway Or., San Mateo, CA 94404.

ELECTRONIC ARTS ®
Circle Reader Seroice #77

WHERE DOES THIS
"HOLE IN SPACE" LEAD?
To oblivion? Dr to the heart of the
Spemin mystery?
HOW TO ORDER
Visit your retailer or phone with VISA/MC:USA or
Canada, 800-245-4525, Mon-Fri, Bam-5pm
Pacific Time. Screen shots represent IBM version.
IBM is a registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.
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• XYBOTS: C-64/128, Amiga,
Atari ST. Coming Soon: IBM
• ROLL! G THUNDER: C-64/128
• APB: IBM, C-64/128,
Amiga, Atari ST

• BLASTEROIDS: C-64/128, Amiga,
Atari ST. Coming Soon: IBM
• VI DICATORS: Amiga, Atari ST
Coming Soon: C-64/128,
IBM, Apple II GS

IF ACTION SPEAKS
DaTHANWO

YOU' D BE D----~ NO
AtTengen,
we take only the
best hits from the
arcades and make them
available for play on your
computer. We let the incredible
action in our games do all the
talking. Besides, with the roar of
excitement in your ears, you
probably can't hear our words anyway.

TENliEN
ARCADE HITS THAT HIT HOME

1623 Buckeye Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035 (408) 473-9400
BLASTEROIOS, VINDICATORS, APB, XYBOTS:
Trademarks of Atari Games; ©1989 Tengen, Inc.
ROLLING THUNDER: Trademark and ©1989 Namco, Ltd.

Taking a Peek

Activision
P.O. Box 3048
Menlo Park. CA 940225
DIE HARD: The player becomes Bruce
Willis' character in this movie based game. The
nifty 3-D graphics of the high-rise building put
this game a cut above the other run-throughthe-maze-and-shoot-the-bad-guys genre game.
It plays fairly faithfully to the movie, with a
good balance of strategy, eye-hand coordination and race-the-clock elements to recommend iL IBM ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #1.

Die Hard

The Art of Co

MECHWARRIOR: As previewed in Computer Gaming World #66 (December, 1989),
this Battletech combat simulator is ready to go
on your IBM model computers ($49.95).
Circle Reader Service #2.

A-Squared Dlsbibutions, Inc.
6114 La Salle Avenue #326
Oakland, CA 94611
THE ART OF GO: It would be difficult to
overly praise this software. If you have
any interest in the game of Go at all, it is a
musL Fine graphics combined with instructional guidance will have you playing and understanding the game in no time. Best of all, the

Centauri Alliance

Street Rod
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Tunnels of Armaggedon
computer explains the strategy it uses as each
move occurs. Oh, would that every game tell
you how it does things and strive to help you
improve your own play! Remember The Art of
Go, as in "Go get it". Amiga.
Circle Reader Service #3.
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Broderbund Software
17 Paul Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903-2101
CENTAURI ALLIANCE: Michael Cranford,
the designer of The Bard's Tale, has produced
another mega role-playing environmenL Set in
2247, in the midst of an intergalactic war, the
player leads a band of characters on a special
patrol investigating rumors that the Fractyr
Fist, the most powerful weapon in history, has
emerged on the black markeL The game
sports a complete magic system (renamed as
Psionics to fit the sci-Ii setting), an auto-mapping feature, and a unique 3-D battle system.
Apple II ($ no price).
Circle Reader Service #4.

California Dreams
780 Montague Expwy. #403
San Jose, CA 95131
STREET ROD: Beyond game, beyond
simulation, Street Rod is way of life. Superb
graphics show your rod (any of 25 choices
from '32 Deuce Coup to '63 Corvette) which
you must customize and race in order to become THE KING by the end of Summer. lime
is of the essence as you cruise Bob's Diner to
challenge locals to drag and road races. The
right blend of graphics, strategy and arcade action makes Street Rod a good game. The
scenario of 50's cruising combined with the
designer's clear love affair with classic cars puts
this game a step ahead of the rest. Now, all
you need to do put your arm around your best
girl for a stroll down memory lane ... IBM
($49.95). Circle Reader Service #5.
TUNNELS OF ARMAGEDDON: Check
your brain at the door and get ready for the
best in-home thrill ride since your honeymoon.
Continued on page 56
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Editorial

letters) to print the credit lines
on the game packages.

Johnny Wilson's

EDITORIAL
in

Russell Sipe's

COMPUTER

GAMING \VORLD

The State of the lndusby. In Douglas
Adams' Long Dark Tea Time of the Soul,
the protagonist takes a moment to reflect
on certain names which seemed destined
to be emblazoned on paperback book
covers, often in raised, embossed letters.
He suggests something subliminal about
the perfect fit of the author's first name
over a shorter second name and the
customer's tendency to purchase the
book. Then, he goes on to suggest that
people purchase the books on impulse
and rarely read them.

I had to chuckle when I read that portion of the book. With me, it's often just
the opposite. Once I find an author I like
to read, I just keep buying the books
until I have all of his books. Sometimes,
the mere conversational gambit of dropping an author's name will provide a litmus test in determining another person's
interest or disinterest in a subject
or genre.
Then, it struck me that this isn't often
the case with computer games. For one
thing, you certainly cannot accuse the
marketing departments of entertainment
software publishers of developing subliminal purchase responses around the
appearance of a designer's name. Even
designers who have a track record of successes which would give them "star
quality" in any other entertainment field
are virtually unrecognized. There is no
such thing as a designer's name which is
"destined" to adorn the cover of a computer game package. This is largely because their names are not an important
part of the marketing formula.
Why is this true? First, the publishers
seem to be afraid of creating a "star
class" of designer and creating a wageprice spiral (as with athletes and motion
picture stars) where even mediocre personnel would be paid more because of
the megabucks to be "earned" by stars.
Page8

In other entertainment media (film,
recording, television, etc.), the "artists"
are touted by the publishers/studios because the "star quality" adds interest and
consumer demand. Entertainment
software publishers should consider the
fact that creating designer "stars" would
add some new marketing dimensions
that have been ignored to this point.
Second, the designers aren't acting like
"stars.• They have not made themselves
as accessible to their public as they
could. Many will not allow the media to
get advance looks at their products so
that significant coverage can be planned
and heaven forbid that any of them
should speak at a user group media or attend a gaming convention.
Third, the press has tended to focus so
much on software products that their
coverage has tended to overshadow the
personalities behind the products. Even
though Computer Gaming World leads
the way in publicizing the names of designers and attempting to cover their viewpoints, there needs to be more emphasis
on the "electronic artists" that fuel the
entertainment software industry.
Fourth, the general public, with very few
exceptions, doesn't pay any attention to
who designs what games. This means
that they are probably missing out on
some potentially excellent designs, more
than likely buying some designs that they
would have otherwise avoided and certainly missed knowing some of the most fascinating personalities in any industry.
What, then, can be done? First, COW
calls on all entertainment software publishers to add a section to their standard
artist/designer/developer contracts to
cover the designer credit. This would
determine, at contract signing, who the
creative personality/personalities behind
the game will be and how prominent the
credit line would be. We further urge the
publishers to use a larger text size (bigger

Second, COW calls on game designers
and members of design teams to be
more accessible to both the press and
the public. Speak at users' groups and
schools, as well as attend
game conventions.
Third, COW will strive to increase the attention we give to designers. We will try
to mention the designers more often in
the text of articles and attempt to include
more strategy and design notes from the
designers (maybe even publish occasional pictures).
Fourth, we urge our readers to pay attention to the names of designers and let
the publishers know when you like what
a particular designer is doing (and why).
That will encourage them to publish future products that their customers
really want.

"Who's that group that's got
your magazine? M.A.I.M.!"
(Sung to the tune of "Mame!")
The State of the Magazine: For a
small number of our subscribers (about
2%) the state of the magazine in January
and February was: missing. For some
time we have fought the battle of protecting subscriber's copies of CGW from the
evil forces of the U.S. Postal Service's
Mechanical and Anthropoidal Interstate
Mulching Division (USPS MAIM Division).
Most copies get to their destination just
fine. Unfortunately some copies of each
issue are routed through MAIM. To combat the effects of MAIM we tried polybagging the magazines. Although polybagging offered great protection it was quite
expensive. No problem, we thought,
since we can sell insert advertising in the
polybags to pay for the expense. Great
idea! But, true to form, the USPS
changed the regulations for advertising in
polybagging two issues later. The changes meant that magazines which mailed
at second class rates were locked out of
running ad inserts to defray the costs of
polybagging. Third class publications
could still put ads in polybags, but third
class mail travels at continental drift rate
(something our readers would never
stand for) .

OK, we thought, let's go back to the
old protective cover scheme (not as good
as polybagging, but not bad). Not bad if
the protective covers stayed on the
magazines. Some didn't. Why? The particular paper we used for the protective
covers turned out to be a collector's item
over at MAIM. So we are trying a new
paper this issue (which our printer tells us
has been treated with an anti-MAIM repellant). If you are a subscriber and got this
issue, our new plan is working. If you did
not get this issue, we're wasting our
breath telling you this.
Computer Gaming World
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WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER FACE-OFF AGAINrn
Konami®introduces two more ruthless opponents
for your home computer.
Whether you want to get crushed against the boards or have
your body drained of blood, the choice is yours.

In Blades of Steel~ control ice-blistering speed and
momentum, as you fire the puck past tenacious defenders,
duck punches thrown by high-sticking enforcers or
even protect the net from 100 mph penalty shots.
And in Castlevan ia~journey through the most
horrifying maze of evil ever devised, battling unearthly
creatures with your mystic whip and masterful senses
until you come face-to-fang with the death defying
Count Dracula .
So g rab your hockey stick and silver cross, then go
head-to-head aga inst the kind of competition you've
dreamedabout. _1
6'l'IIIIA 1161 ®
And feared .
1•Ullll1IJrll

?

Blades of Steel Is available for Commodore'°
IBM$ and Amlga1'
Canlevanla Is available for Commodore and
IBM. Available for Amiga Fail 1990.

Konami Inc. f708J 2 15-511 1 Blades of Steele and Castlevaniae are registered trademarks of Konami Inc. Konami!I is a registered trademark of Konami Industry Co., Ltd. C> 1990 Konami Inc.

Foreign Correspondence

Over There
War In Four Dimensions
by Paul Rigby

perience. Scenarios are varied and interesting (including an encounter with the
new Soviet aircraft carrier) with a variety
of new and "on-the-drawing-board"
weapons (such as the "Back-Winder" rearward firing Sidewinder). Release will, initially, be on Amiga and ST in the first
quarter of 1990.
The Legend of Djel is a typical French
game. It has an exceedingly complicated
plot, excellent graphics and eccentric
gameplay. "Legend" is a graphic adventure that places the player in the role of
Djel the Magician. As Djel, one must
eliminate a variety of disasters which have
settled upon the villagers, as well as solve
a difficult kidnapping case and heal an individual from a curious illness which is becoming an epidemic. The gameplay
centers around a variety of graphics, representing individual worlds. Using pointand-click techniques, players can search
for objects and communicate with other
characters. Two action-oriented logic puzzles act as "combat" (Amiga & ST,
··
available now).

Based on the French comic book, Les
Tuniques Bleues, Infogrames' North
and South (to be distributed by Data
East in the U. S .) depicts the American

Ooze - Watch out for man-eating rocking
chairs!

efore I delve into this month's collection of games, I have some
news for those of you who may
have been intrigued by the information
on F-29 Ret.aliator. First, why is it called
F-29 Ret.aliator? True to form, this is the
result of the vivid imaginations of the "Ad
Men". The game actually simulates the X29, in a combat configuration, and the
forthcoming ATF (Advanced Tactical
Fighter as per Lockheed's proposal). The
team at Ocean Software wanted the
game to be known simply as Ret.aliator,
but once the pinstripe brigade got hold
of it ...

B

Future Wars - The lime Wars have been

declared.

The Legend of Qfel - A magical, mystery tour
with action puzzles.
Page IO

The programmers behind F-29
Ret.aliator have an excellent pedigree.
Having worked on Spectrum
Holobyte's Flight of the Intruder (based
on the Stephen Coonts' best seller and
expected to be available in both Europe
and the U.S. prior to the movie's release
in the Fall) and Falcon, in addition to
Avalon Hill's Spitfire 40 and
Mindscape's Strike Force Hamer. The
gameplay resembles a cross between
Flight of the Intruder, Falcon and
Medalist's Carner Command as players
fly their aircraft in particular scenarios (or
wars). One undertakes missions which
are directly correlated to how one's "side"
is doing. In the ·meantime, there will be
battles going on all around, independent
of, but correlated to the player's ex-

Civil War in, of course, comic-book style.
One can take either side with a choice of
three levels of difficulty. lnfogrames has
appeared to introduce as much humor
into the game as possible by using a
variety of animated sequences and sound
effects. How much this affects the actual
strategy elements of the game can only
be surmised at the time of writing. However, there are a variety of modifiers such
as storms, outside groups (in this case, Indians and Mexicans) which take offence
at the military presence (hence, interfering with the conduct of the war), etc. The
ST version should be available now, with
Amiga & PC coming in the first quarter
of 1990.
Novagen, based in the UK, has had
Damocles under development and "hang-

ing over their heads" for an eternity, but
it is about to appear on the Amiga, Atari
ST & IBM. Those who have played or
seen St.arglider 2 will have an idea what
Damocles will look like. However,
Damocles takes things a stage further.
Using solid-filled 3-D graphics, the game
features nine planets and 19 moons (all
of which can be landed upon and explored) , as well as a comet on a collision
course with Earth. The player's job is to
stop it. A variety of object-oriented puzzles appear in the game. The speed and
realism of the graphics support
Novagen's claim to having "the best
space simulation ever". However, it is the
Continued on page 48
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FOUR COMPUTER HACKERS ARE ABOUT TO
RAID YOUR DISK DRIVE.
No computer will go unscathed, as
Ultra's version of Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles®storms into your disk drive to duke
it out with Shredder~ a maniac more
menacing than an army of mind-altered
Bruce Lees.
But if they're to suNive, you must
command the role of each turtle, rumbling
through a maze of Mouser'" infested
sewers, criminally polluted rivers and alleys
patrolled by the fanatical Foot Clan'."
Along the way, search for bonus
weapons like the Triple Shuriken. You'll
have to also think fast, switching turtle
identities in order to match their karate
skills with those of the enemy
So grab your joystick and nunchukus,
then control every leap, chop, slice and
dice, until you splatter Shredder senseless
or get yourself hacked into turtle soup.
Now featuring the ULTRA®"GAME
SAVE" command.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles~Shredder'." Foot Clan"' and Mouser"' are registered trademarks of Mirage Studios, USA. AU Rights Reserved. Used with permission.

iss::;g;~r'::t[ia~:~,':1o~~~~~~ri~~~o/s~c~i~s~~~~~~;If5 ~,~:ie~~~rad~~i~\)~n,E~~r;:~l~r~~s~J~;~i~•e:;s~~~:~•
trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. ULTRAGAMES• is a registered trademark of Ultra Software Corporation. © 1989 Ultra Software CorJX)ration.
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Is available for IBM, Commodore and Amiga.
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Industry News

The
Rumor
Bag
by Orson Foster Kane

describe action/adventure
games. He
wondered when
someone would
publish a new
wargame. Fortunately, I had
good news for
him. "You provide the prose
poems, we'll provide the war," I
answered.
Tevex has purchased the
license to convert Games
Designers'
Workshop's A

House Divided

(continued fro m CGW #68)

woke from the gray divide
ch separates the conscious
d from the unconscious, I had
this vague recollection of being "interrogated" in the Museum of Flight at the
Santa Monica Airport. Now, I was behind
a desk in an unfamiliar office with an old
Underwood typewriter in front of me, instead of my computer. My boss, dressed
in anachronistic attire, was looking down
at me and asking, "Is this any way to
write a rumor column?"
I answered, "I don't know how to write a
column. I just try everything I can think
of." I told him that Maxis Software
seems to do that, too, since they are
working on three very distinctive
.
programs. I reminded him about th_eir
"Gaia" simulation (possibly called S1mEarth) which should be on the market by
June. Then, I told him about their linear
accelerator (cyclotron) simulation. Expected to be the frrst entry in a "Fractured Physics" series, the "game" is a construction set (with 50 pre-designed levels)
where players can "run" particles through
the cyclotron, collide them with each
other and end up with matter and antimatter. Like SimCity, the "game" will be
released on the Mac in late spring and
should appear on the IBM
during early summer.

Af

Then I told him about their product
that is ~Iosest to completion, RoboSport.
Inspired by the early Apple hit, Robotwars (from now defunct Muse
Software), this game of futuristic arena
combat uses a "point and click" command structure rather than requiring
even the pseudo-programming of
Origin's Omega(which would be the
most similar product now available). It
seems to be a departure for Maxis.
The old-fashioned phone on the desk
rang. It was one of our reviewers. He said
he was tired of writing prose poems to

into a computer
game. Steve
Estvanik, who
did Sniper! for
Compuserve

and Incunabula for Avalon Hill has
agreed to create the computer game. Unlike his recent The Civil War for Avalon
Hill, the game will feature boardgamestyle graphics.
He asked me if I had heard that Park
Place Productions, the developers who
programmed ABC Monday Night Football for Data East, were working on a
new basketball product (to appear on the
C-64 and IBM) which would feature
cooperation with and promotion by
several NBA stars. I suggested that it was
probably Data East's new basketball
license expected to be announced at the
Summ~r Consumer Electronics Show in
Chicago. I told him we probably couldn't
use the story, however, because my
editor once told me, "It is not our function to cover the gossip of housewives."
If, however, he could give me a hot tip
on how to win at Batman, the new
Amiga and C-64 games based on the
movie, we might work it in, though. He
told me that, on the Amiga, players can
access the "Cheat Mode" by typing "JAMMMMM" and waiting until the title screen
flips. Then, one simply hits "F-10" and sequences through the levels until the right
one appears.
As my boss watched over my shoulder, I
hung up the phone and typed in the ,
details I had discovered about Paragons
upcoming Megatrave~ler since J_anu_ary. I
had been particularly interested m discovering how they plan to handle encounters with non-player characters. It
turns out that they will be using new reaction tables based on social status rather
than the standard reaction rolls in
Megatraveller. Unlike the Megatraveller
pen and paper game, however, there wi!l
be no race reactions in this first release m
the series. The five major races aren't
that important in the first game, because
the player can only create human charac-

ters. The designers wanted to enable
players to choose alien races, but in
order to get the first release out, they had
to limit their scope.
I turned to my boss and apologized for
not having any blockbuster rumors to
print this issue. He said that was nonsense and stated, "If the headline is big
enough, it makes the news big enough.•
So, here goes:

First Conflnned Product On
New Amiga
My lovely assistant brought in a
telegram from the outer office. "Mr. Kane!
Mr. Kane!" she shouted, "We have the
name of a game due to be marketed f<;>r
that new Amiga!" Even though we don t
have the details on the new Amiga, Commodore claims that it will be "more powerful than anx PC on the market today" _and
will involve 16-bit development that will
"give the computer back to the family."
The confirmed product is tentatively
called Tiles, a puzzle-oriented game that
is due to "take advantage of all the
Amiga's new technologies.• Of course,
our anonymous source couldn't talk
about those technologies, but it's nice to
know that something is in the works for
the new Amiga.
Just as I was nearing completion of this
column, I noticed my assistant carrying a
bud vase with one flower in it into Editor
Wilson's office. I followed her to find out
what it was all about. "Congratulations,"
she said and planted a kiss on his cheek,
"I just heard about your book contract
with Osborne McGraw-HIii. I hope The
Si'm City Planning Commission Handbook sells a million copies.•
"Me, too!" I said, stepping in long
enough to inhale the flower's fragrance. I
choked briefly as I started to lose consciousness, able only to manage the brief
whisper, "Rosebud" before I blacked out.
(fo be continued)
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The Best New Ganze in 2 Years!

-Qu estbusters

SIERRA TAKES A
NOT-SO-SERIOUS STAB AT
FANTASY ROLE-PLAYIN&
SIERRA PRESENTS:
THE ROLE-PLAYING ADVENTURE
fter years of lead ing the field
in 3-D Animated Adventure
Games, players and critics
alike are telling us we
have taken the lead in
yet another game
genre -- Fantasy
Role Playing. In
Hero's Quest,
FRP means Fun
Role Playi ng.

THREE GAMES IN ONE!
Play the game as your Hero-of-Choice.
Will you become the Fighter? The Magic
User? The Wily Thief? ln Hero's Quest
the choice is yours ... and Hero's Quest can
be played over and over again usi ng
different skills and different solutions to
game puzzles.

THIS IS FRP SIERRA STYLE ...
As a recent graduate of the Famous
Adventurers' Correspondence School
for Heroes, you' re more than qualified to
battle brigands, massacre mqpsters and
rescueroyalty. Ifyou're eag
ex ·
your new credenti
right place. The
dire need of a c
mi ght fit the bill!
Life' s not easy for a wanna-be hero, but
for every grueling battle, for every hour
of work, for every day of adventuring you
can only get stronger, swifter and more
skillful -- not to mention rich! Soon even
the most powerful monsters will be no

match for you. When you've purged the
land of evil , choose a new role and play
the game again!
But remember Adventuring Rule# I:
When in doubt, run away! So you want to
be a hero? Well , here' s your chance -Hero's Quest /--So You Want To Be A
Hero ...FRP has never been
this much fun! .
. _
ChoosefromthreeHerotypes:Fearless .
·•.

1-800-344-7448
or call your local Software Daalar

'Just got HQ yesterday and am very
pleased... some of the humor is priceless.
' ...this one has more humor than most
CRPG's I've played!'
'The fairies were a riot! Great
characterizations in this game, bet/er even
than Space Quest 111, and that's going some.'
' ... much of the humor is a great deal more
subtle ...the sub thing brought me right out of
my chair.'
' I like that ending a lot!!! I want to go back
and replay ... SOON !

' ... one of the best of all of Sierra Games ... /
play the game every chance I get. I highly
recommend ii to anyone who likes games by
Sierra.'
'We can't wailloplayHQ 11!! Sierra is
gelling loo good at this stuff. It's gelling to the
darn point where no other computer games
are worth buying. Keep it up.. jus/ make
MORE games.'

tai1-u

·1 a nd

one monlh of

(a $50 ,·alu~)

dN ails Ml Sfttdtd 5-rra prodllCU

-

__-,,.111)

·---

'flli'I,... _-.._' ·· · ·:

~~--- -

Fighter, Inscrutable Magic User or Wily Thief.

MS-DOS• AMIGA• ATARI ST

Hero's Quest players tell us how it is ...

Even the most intrepid Hero knows when to
ignore a 'Do Not Feed the Animals' sign.

-~'{flR,
.

·

Review

posed to represent the player himself/herself. Experienced Ultima players
will be ready for what comes next. Venturing out toward the circle of stones,
one knows that the "summoning" is
about to occur. This time there are two
major differences in the "summoning".
Never before has the player experienced
this introductory sequence from an
animated full-screen, first person
perspective and never before has the
player's character experienced a red portal rather than the standard blue portal
of the earlier games. Does this mean
that Lord British is not the one who has
summoned the player's avatar? Does
this mean that the avatar will start the
game in mortal danger? Does this mean
that the story is designed to be faster
and stronger than ever before? The
answer is "Yes" on all counts.

The
Search
for the
False
Prophet
A Sneak Preview
of "Ultima VI''

A Matter of Character
Should a player have missed the earlier
games in the second Ultima trilogy, it is
still possible to play Ultima VJ: The
False Prophet without playing the previous releases. Even though the
storyline draws important elements from
the previous stories, the latest adventure
is accessible enough that anyone can
play. One simply begins by creating an
avatar character. Where Ultima IV established this by having the player's character
visit a card-reading gypsy fortuneteller and
answer several ethical questions in order to
gain an idea of the hero-to-be's character, Ultima VI has the character visit a potionmixing gypsy fortuneteller to accomplish the
same thing. In fact, the questions appear
to be identical.

T

he late 19th Century American lawyerpolitician, Thomas B. Reed, is reputed to
have said, "One, with God, is always a
majority, but many a martyr has been burned
at the stake while the votes were being
counted." Such an acerbic warning against
the assumption that having a conception of
Virtue and Right is equivalent to a mandate to
search out and destroy other ideas seems to
be a vital part of what the second Ultima
trilogy is about.
Philosophically, we have seen the game system grow from the exploration of Virtue in Ultima JV: The Quest for the Avatar through the
consideration that Right may be somewhat
twisted when it is used as Might in Ultima V:
Warriors of Destiny. By the time the player
has dealt with the problems encountered in Ultima VJ: The False Prophet, he may well understand the profound principle once elicited
by an English historian: "History is not a web
woven with innocent hands. Among all the
causes which degrade and demoralize men,
power is the most constant and the most active." (Lord Acton, Essays on

Introductory Sequence
from Ultima VI

In Ultima VI, however, the player will be
greeted by a character portrait of not only
his/her character, but of every character to
be encountered in the game. There is also a
cleverly laid-out inventory screen which allows the player to note at a glance exactly
what objects each character is carrying and
where those objects are on the
character's person.

In addition to these changes, the nonplayer characters who have adorned the
player's party since the first trilogy (Dupre',
Shamino, and lolo) still travel with the avatar,
but there is a difference. In earlier games,
these characters were little more than an extension of the player's personality and were
Freedom and Power).
largely directed by the player. In Ultima VJ,
however, the supporting cast has become
more realistic. Dupre' will act consistently
First Person Singular
Interior Location with Dupre's
with the bravado one would expect from a
Inventory
Displayed
The story opens with a tremendous
swashbuckling fighter, while Shamino offers
cinematic sequence (utilizing VGA graphics) in which the camera
warnings and prods gently in the sense of a "Ranger" character in
angle focuses upon a contemporary male character, sitting in his
Tolkien's trilogy. lolo is still the player's friend and is ready to offer
lounge chair and mindlessly flipping through the television chanconsolation whenever it is necessary.
nels on an animated television screen that offers delightful
Finally, Ultima veterans may be pleasantly surprised by the conparodies of everything from music videos to television evangelists.
stant scale aspect of Ultima VI. After the introductory sequence,
Then, the on-screen character's attention is turned to the famous
all action is portrayed from a top-down perspective and all locaUltima circle of stones. An ominous bolt of lightning provides a
portent of what is to come as it strikes in the center of the circle.
It is obvious from the text that the on-screen character is supPage 14
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THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN. UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL.
One pilot described a World War II
How's That Again?
dogfight "like being on the inside of a
Want to show your
beehive." And that's just what it feels like to
friends how you erased that
play Their Finest Hour:
- -~ --- -.._..,.....,.,,.,_.., Flying Pencil with
The Battle of Britain.™
fancy deflection shooting?
The new air combat simTheir Finest Hour lets you
ulator from Lucasfilm
save your proudest comGames that's keeping simbat performances to disk.
ulation buffs and action
And relive them in real
gamers alike on the edge
time, fast forward, or
of their seats.
A Luftwaffe gunner posirion is rhe
frame by frame.
Their Finest Hour
quickest way to get acquainted with
th
includes all the acclaimed
e RAF
Look At Life
features of our BattleFrom
hawks, 1942. Plus a few
Both Sides Now.
new twists.
Take on the Luftwaffe in a tough little
The Realism Is Unreal.
RAF Hurricane or fabled
From the moment
you pull back on the throtSpitfire. Or test your
skills at the controls of
tle, Their Finest Hour
Replay combat action sequences
grips you with nearfrom any angle, even from the nose
the Spitfire's nemesis,
of a bomb!
the formidable Messerphotographic realism of
schmitt 109. Pulverize ground installaaircraft, smoke, terrain, and flying debris.
tions from your Messerschrnitt 110
To really get your
adrenalin pumpfighter/bomber or your screaming
ing, we've added
Stuka. Or fly as pilot, bombardier
or gunner in a Junkers 88, Dornier
a cacophony of
Flying Pencil, or Heinke! Spade.
roaring engines,
chattering machine
Your success in each mission
impacts the next one: knock out a
guns, and thundering
radar installation today, and you'll
explosions.
IBM screen s shown. Availahle for IBM (includes AdLib'" sound card supporl), Amiga, and Atari ST.
TM and © 1989 Lucasfilm Lid. All rights reserved. Lucasfilm Games, and Their finest Hour: The Ba Ille of Britain are trademarks of
Lucasfilm Lid. IBM is a lrademark of lnlernalional Business Machines, Inc. Commodore 64 is a tradema rk of Commodore Electronics,
Ltd . Amiga is a trademark of Commodore/Amiga Inc. Alari and ST are trademarks or Alari Corp. AdLib is a lrademark or AdLib, Inc.

breathe easier tomorrow. Who knowsyou might even change
history. And if you don't like
the odds, Their Finest Hour
lets you change sides.

LUCASFILM'"
GA M E 5

Review
Continued from page 14

tions are depicted in the same scale. On the positive side, this
means that players no longer have to wait for the scale to change
whenever the party enters a town or dungeon. On the negative
side, it means that the dungeons themselves may be harder to
map than those in earlier games and the game offers no "macroscopic" view (no big picture) of the party's locations.
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Reality, What A Concept
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Perhaps, the most important changes in Ullima VJ reflect a new
philosophy in modeling the universe where the fantasy takes
place. All objects are "real" in the sense of having weight, substance, characteristics and uses. Walls, doors, and special locations have hit points
so that there is more
than one way to deal
with a puzzle or challenge. "Wheat" found
in one of Ultima Vi's
fields, for example, can
be ground into "Flour"
at one of the game's
mills. "Flour" can, in
turn, be baked into
"Bread" at one of the
game's bakeries,
which can, in turn, be
eaten as "Food". The
The Gypsy Mixes a Potion as Part
same can be done
of Character Generation
with shearing "Wool",
spinning it into
"Thread" and taking it
to a tailor to make
"Clothing". Players can
even set up their own
businesses using these
chains of
activity if they wish.
Concerns for realism
also mitigated against
the use of random
monster encounters.
There are no random
Bardoz Examines a Tree
monster encounters in
in the Countryside
Ullima VI. There are
some established bounds for determining when one shall encounter them, but the illogical randomality is ~one.
Finally, the most realistic aspect of the game is how it is won.
Just as victory is not always clear-cut in "real life", even so, it is actually possible to lose at Ullima VI by seemingly winning. A word
to the avatar may or may not be sufficient.
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Lord British indicates that there are not as many specific
geographical locations in Ultima VI as there were in previous Ultimas, but he insists that what is in the game is deeper in the
sense that one can do more with the environment than ever
before and interact more with the supporting cast than in earlier
games. It is estimated that it will not take more than 100 hours to
complete the final quest in the second trilogy. One thing is certain, the players, as well as their on-screen characters, should win
by completing their quest for "The False Prophet". CG\V
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SPECIAL Limited Edition Ultima VI OFFER
Celebrating ULTIMA'S 10th Anniversaryl
This edition of the game will feature special features at no additional cost
(still $69.95), is personally autographed by Lord British, contains a taped interview with Lord British, features unpublished game clues and hints, has a
specially selected high quality moonstone and is not available in stores. For
free delivery, call 1-800-999-4939 between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Central).
MasterCard and Visa accepted.
Computer Gaming World
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Industry News

Inside the Industry
News, Notes and Quotes From the
Computer Entertainment Industry

-Electronic Arts
Reaffirms
Commitment to
Disk-Based
Software
Trip Hawkins, Chief Executive Officer of Electronic
Arts unhesitantly denied a
rumor that EA was phasing
out disk-based software
development and plunging
wholly into ROM-based
game development. "We
have dozens of floppy disk
products in development
right now that are scheduled
to come out over the next
couple of years,"
protested Hawkins.
Declaring the rumor to be
patently absurd, Hawkins
went on to say that he did
not think it was possible for
the cartridge-based market
to completely displace the
disk-based market. He cited
lower launch and development costs for disk-based
games as opposed to the expensive implementation of
ROM cartridges and the inability to develop certain
kinds of products which are
a vital part of EA's mix (like
construction sets, role playing games and customizable games) as a
cartridge game, as factors
which would mitigate against
such a move. He also cited
Electronic Arts' long-term
strength as a distribution network in the disk-based
market as a factor making
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ELECTRONIC ARTS®
such a move rather absurd.
"We think that we can continue to grow that business
[the Affiliated Labels program] and believe it is
having a major impact in
having as many floppy-disk
products as there are
on the market."
Hawkins noted that currently, although the company
has licensed 11 different titles to cartridge-based game
companies, 100% of the
company's product mix is
currently manufactured and
sold on floppy disk formats.
He noted that the mix is
going to change to include
ROM cartridge and CDbased products in the future,
but declined to state the
exact platforms or announce
a precise date. He did
forecast that Electronic
Arts would be shipping
ROM-based products before
the end of the company's
next fiscal year (March,
1991 ). He insisted, however,
that this would not impact
disk-based product development negatively. He suggested that the company
would simply take the most
successful disk-based titles
and put them on the
popular formats.
caw suggests that the
rumor may have due to a
misreading of the prospectus for EA's initial public offering which set aside a portion of new capital for video

game development combined with a general pessimism with regard to diskbased sales (down 10% overall). Hawkins pointed out,
however, that EA's profits for
the first three quarters were
up over those for the same
period of the last fiscal year
(and those, in turn, were up
during a period when the
entertainment software industry as a whole
were down).

"Star Saga" On
Auction Block
The publishing venture
which brought new meaning
to multi-player computer
gaming with Star Saga One:
Beyond The Boundary and
Star Saga Two: The
Clathran Menace is up for
sale. According to Andrew
Greenberg, President and
CEO of Masterplay, "Faced
with holding our breath and
taking a chance a little while
longer (and maybe, facing
bankruptcy), the board of
directors made the decision
to sell. The deepest cut of all
and perhaps, most unwise
decision we made was the
decision to support the
Apple II." Greenberg stated
that the inability of the Apple
II to handle both the huge
storyline and support the

kind of "visual heat" the current market demands turned
out to be more devastating
than anyone could have expected. "We followed the
'Apple II Forever' hype into
oblivion," eulogized the personable game designer.
Asked if it was possible that
another publisher might add
graphics and successfully
market Star Saga Ill (the
bulk of the design work is
complete), Greenberg expressed doubt. "You
wouldn't want a lot of visual
heat in the Star Saga
design," he observed, "because you want to get
people away from the
machine while staying in the
game. We're not against putting graphics in the game.
It's just that there is a technical problem involved in adding beautiful screens and
keeping the game moving. If
people are staying at the
screen to look at the pictures, the multi-player aspect
will bog down."

Aftershock
Licenses
Development
Engine
Aftershock Entertainment (in Oxnard, CA) is
licensing their Aftershock
Development System, including the Tedit Tile Editor and
Sequencer. According to
John Reego, president of
the firm, the software
enables the hardware to
move the screen up, down,
left and right. "It's like turbocharging your PC for an arcade engine." The sequencing program enables
programmers to "run sequences" rather than continually editing sprites.
Developers using these tools
will allegedly have the advantage of allowing the artist
to render the graphics and
enable the programmer to
concentrate on setting the
sequences. VGA graphics
are required to maximize use
of these development tools.

Comput.er Gaming World

Orign/CGW Omega Tournament

Origin/CGW
Omega
Tournament
Report
AUSTIN (CGW) -- The final monthly
Origin/COW OMEGA Tournament has
been completed. An incredible 183 tanks
were entered in the January Tournament. The tournament winner is Robin
Kim of Naperville, IL. Robin's Omega
Level design, TALON-C, was produced
on the Amiga. Other top finishers in the
January tournament were: RADICAL2
(Peter Schmidt, Des Moines, IA); PANTHER} (John Gossman, Bellingham,
WA) ; MR.KHAN (Cassidy Caid, Granada,
Hills, CA); MR.TOXIC (Steve Mayo,
Chesapeake, VA); and SHARK2 (Doug
Hogg, Los Angeles, CA). By the way,

Doug Hogg's DRAGON was the co-champion of CGW's last Robotwar tournament held back in 1984.

Comments From OSI Officials
The January Tournament was an inspiring conclusion to our series of monthly
qualifying tournaments. As the battles
progressed, it was evident that the "engineers" had invested many hours
programming, testing, and debugging
their tank designs. Some
battles were completed
within moments (in a
flash of plasma fire), other
battles showcased carefully crafted stealth and acquisition routines.

OSI personnel to the battle screens.
Stuart Marks, Director of the OMEGA
Project, has declared that all OMEGA
project engineers are to be applauded for
their outstanding achievement in cybernetic engineering, and he has allocated
merit raises for them in the OSI budget.
A full report on the Tournament Finals
will appear in the April issue of CGW.

All in all, the sophistication of these cybernetic
warriors and the diligence
of their creators pushed
the level of competition
to an intensity that riveted

Win A Free Trip To Britain!
In search of the best air combat simulation
player among CGW readers, Lucasfilm
Games and Computer Gaming World announce Their Finest Hour: The Battle of
Brit.ain Competition.
Grand prize is an all-expense paid trip to
England with game designer Lawrence Holland and computer Gaming World Editor-inChief Russell Sipe concurrent with the 50th
Anniversary of the BaWe of Britain. Departing
September 1990, the highlight of the twoweek tour is BatUe of Brit.ain Day, September 15, 1990 and the 50th Anniversary
ceremony in London. Led by Valor Tours'
Bob Reynolds, Secretary of the Royal Air
Force Association, the trip includes the
Farnborough Air Show, numerous visits to
U.S. WW II air bases in East Anglia, extensive
museum and airfield tours, and even a
Cambridge pub notorious for its RAF patrons;
all to recreate this monumental event 50
years later.

The competition is three-tiered with players
first submitting a qualifying pilot record by
March 15, 1990. If chosen to compete at
Level Two, players submit required campaign
play records and original missions they have
created using the "Mission Builder" feature,
due by May 15, 1990. The five finalists
chosen for Level Three then play each others
original missions on or before June 15, 1990.
Top scorer is then off to England in time for
the 50th Anniversary!

March 199Q

COMPETITION RULES
LEVEL ONE
1. Submit a pilot record saved to disk with
the required qualifying score--a minimum of
1000 points.
• First create a pilot from the roster screen
during flight briefing. Any pilot type is acceptable. Consult page 81 of Their F,nest Hour
manual for more information. All types of
pilots are eligible.
• After your qualifying pilot has reached the
minimum requirements of 1000 points, copy
your pilot file onto a 5 V4" or 3 1/2" floppy
disk.

Note: As a pilot is named, the program
creates a DOS file name using one of the following extensions, based on type of pilot
This file name should be used in copying.
PLANE

EXTENSION NAME

Spitfire/Hurricane

.RAF

BF 109

.109

BF 110

. 110

Stuka

.J87

Ju88/He11 VDo17

.BMB

address, and phone clearly labeled on the outside and must contain only one pilot record
file. Disks with more than one file or whose
identifying label is illegible will be disqualified.
Only one entry per person.
4. Send disk to address below. Entry must
be postmarked by March 15, 1990. All disks
received during all three competition levels become property of Lucasfilm Games and cannot be returned.
Battle of Britain COMPETITION

WCASFILM GAMES
P.O. Box 10307
San Rafael, CA 94912
5. The 100 qualifiers chosen will be notified
by mail and will receive full instructions and requirerrients for Level Two play at that time.
Employees, contractors, or freelancers of
Lucasfilm Ltd., Electronic Arts, or Golden Empire Publications, are not eligible to enter.
Void where prohibited.

Example: For a Spit.fire pllot named Joe
the file name is JOE.RAF.
2. 100 disks will be chose randomly from

those received and reviewed for qualifying requirements.
3. The qualifying pilot disk must have name,
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Arcade Megahit
Battle Tech
Blue Powder
Flight Sim II
High Seas
Journey
Magic Candle
Might Magic I or II
Pirates
Platoon
Silent Service
The Scoop
Star Saga 1
Universe I or II
Zork Zero

!AMIGA

$31
$34
$34
$35
$34
$34
$35
$35
$31
$24
$24
$28
$53
$34
$34

I

$34
$28
$34
$24
$42
$34
$35
$28
$34
$28
$34
$34
gacroe'cUSA
$31
arneromm
Courtside Bkball $28
$29
Dark Side
$34
rown $35
e

Arthur
Auto Duel
Bal Power 1990
Ballistix
Bard's Tale II
Battle Chess
Battle Hawks
Battle Squad
Battle Tech
Breach
Breach II

B{treener
~et

F:ga ~2c~

$~~

ragon's air
f41
Dungeon Master $28
~M ~sst #1
$22
mp1re
$35
FN18
$35
Faery Tale
$34
Falcon
$34
Falcon Mission $17
Fast Break
$31
Federation
$35
Ferran Formula 1 $35
Fire Brigade
$35
Flight Sim II
$35
4tti & Inches
$31
Gauntlet II
$34
Geisburg
$42
$29
o
us
$28

go~e«cas

The Battle of Austerlitz

Arkanoid II
Bal Power 1990
Bard's Tale I or II
Battle Chess
Chess 2100
DefenderCrown
Dungeon Master
Fire Power
Gold Rush

new from Cornerstone!
IBM, ST - $34 C-64 - $28
7 Scenarios of the famous 1805 battle!
Supports CGA or EGA quality graphics
6 different computer opponents
Real-time system with variable speed
Has Strategic and Tactical maps
Has line, column, & square formations
Has stacking, weather, morale effects
C-64 and ST versions coming soon.

1AMIGA 11AMIGA
Grand Prix
Gretzky Hockey
GunshlP.
Heroes Lance
Hillsfar

I

$34 Red Lightning
$42
$34 RockefRanger $35
$38 Shadow Beast
$34
$29 Shufflepuck
$28
$35 Silent Service
$28
lrQII Lord
$35 Sim City
$31
licame Desert $35
Terrain Edit
$15
Joan of Arc
$31
Ace
$41
peoaeceboast ff/ $$3294
Journey
$34
Keef the Thief
$35
di air
Kinss Ost I, II Of Ill $34 Star Command $35
Knight Force
$31 Stsrfliaht
$35
Kristal
$35 Stellar Crusade
$39
Last Crusade
$29 Sword Sedan
$34
Lords Risin Sun $35 Swords Twilight $34
a le J
$34 Test Drive II
$31
an unter
$34
Calif Chai
$15
Maniac Mansion $32
Supercars
$15
Nickalaus Golf
$34 Tetris
$24
Nin!s Turtles
$31 Times of Lore
$28
5
TV Football
$35
Nmucel~aar
War
$f3
3
4
0 .,
Ultima IV
$41
Qmm Basketball 34 Universe Ill
$34
P"aladin
$28 War Mid Earth
$34
Quest Disk
$17 Weaver Baseball $35
PiP.8 Dreams
$29
Comm Disk
$15
PoliceOuest
$34
1988Teams
$15
Populous
$35 White Death
$42
Pro Footbal Sim $24 WC Leader Board$31
Pro Soccer
$31 Windwalker
$34
Pro Tennis
$28 Wor1d Carmen
$31
Reacli Stars
$29 Zork Zero
$41

le.see

I

S_T_ _

.
I
_ _

Armm
7wsterlitz

$41
$34
$34
$35
$34
~ $34
$42
$29
g
ter $28
DM 11; Chaos $28
Farcon
$34
&curl
$35
Rillsfar'
$35
Knight Force
$31
Kriegsmarine
$42
Ms/fa Storm
$42
FJSYGermanj'
$42
Manhunter SF
$34
Northern Fleet
$42
Omega
$34
Populous
$35
&cl StorfTJ
$38
Snuttlepuck
$28
Star Command $35
Stellar Crusade $38
Times Lore
$28
~
$35
$41
$34
arth $34
Wsterto2
$34
Windwalker
$34
Battle Chess
Battle Hawks
Battle Tech

Does buying software
sometimes seem like
going on a blind date?
Call us, and we'll fix you
up with some really
great games. We know
computer games, so don't
take chances, ask the
experts at Tevex
Computer Software.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-456-1162
Open 9-8 Mon. - Fri. 10-5 Sat. Retail Store open same hours.
Atlanta residents call 404-934-5059. When ordering by mail send m oney order. Include phone numbez-.
SHIPPING: Add $3.00 for shipping and handling charge. Georgia residents add 5% sales tax. Shipping for
Canadllll1 orden is 5% of order, with a $5.00 minimum . U. S. Mail, APO & FPO orders add 5% of order with a
'
$4.00 minimum. Shipping for all other foreign orders is 15% of order, with a $12.00 minimum.
New tlt{es are underlined
Prices are subject to change. All sales are final.
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$28
$34
$35
$34
$35
$35
$28
$17
$28
Grand P.cJx
$31
Keefthe Thief
$35
K!ng Chicago
$17
Kings Ost ~IV ea $34
Life - Death
$35
Nickalaus Golf
$34
N~uromancer
$34
Pirates
$28
Police Quest
$34
Reach Stars
$29
Revolution '76
$34
Rocket Ranger $35
Silent Service
$28
Silpheed
$24
Solitaire
$24
Space Ost I or 11 $34
$53
Star Saga II
Test Dnve II
$31
Cal. Chall.
$15
Supercars
$15
Tetns
$28
3 St~es
$35
War Mid Earth
$34
World Carmen
$31
Zany Golf
$29

Bard's Tale 1-111 ea
Black Cauldron
Deathlord
Dungeon Master
OM MaE>_s & Spells
FaeryTale
Future Magic
Heroes Lance
Gold Rush
Keef the Thief
King's Ost I-IV ea.

Magic Candle

~anhunter
Maniac Mansion
Mars Saga
Might & Magic I
Might & Magic II
Neuromancer
Police Ost I or II
Pool Radiance
Quest for Clues I
Quest for Clues II
688AttackSub
Space Ost I or II
Starflight
Ultima IV
Ultima V
Zak McKracken

I
.

I

I MAC
AA War Sea
Bal Power 1990
Breach
Carmen USA
CosmicOsmo
Fire Brigade
Gauntlet
Journey
King's Quest II
Montezuma
Omega
Pipe Dreams
Pirates
Pool Radiance
Reach - Stars
Shogun
Sim City
Space Rogue
Tetris
ZorkZero

$31
$34
$28
:~:
$ 35
$34
$34
$34

i~i
$29
$41
$35
29

f
s;l

$34
$24
$41

ACCESSORIES

I

_
.
$144
Ad Lib - IBM
Sony DSDD 5.25 $9
Sony DSDD 3.5 $20
Head Cleaner 5.25 Disk
$6
Head Cleaner 3.5 Disk
$6
Ergostick
(C64, ~m. ST) $19
Ergost1ck
(App, IBM)
$29
Gravis Joystick
IBM
$38
Gravis Joystick
Am, ST, C64
$34
Mouse Master
ST - Amiga
$28
Mouse Pads
$6
Storage Case 60 5.25
$9
Storage Case 403.5
$9

Coming Soon
Battle of Britain - Amiga
Champions of Krynn - Apple
Dragonstrlke - IBM
Might & Magic II - Amiga
Pool Radiance - Amiga, ST
Russia- IBM

Second Front - IBM
Sim Earth - IBM
Starflight - C-64,
Storm Across Europe - IBM
Sword of Aragon - Amiga
TV Sports Basketball - Am

Tevex Computer Software
4205 First Ave, Suite 100
Tucker, GA 30084
404-934-5059

I VISA I

I

$10
$8
$10
$1 0
$5
$10
$10
$7
$8
$10
$8
$10
$9
$8
$12
$12
$12
$12
$8
$10
$19
$19
$10
$8
$10
$10
$12
$8

Game Hints

Pre-emptive Attacks

Computer
Harpoon
Tactics

This is the key element or naval warfare. Ir a
commander can manage to attack effectively
before his enemy can, in return, launch an attack against him, the original commander will
generally win. However, be advised that attacking first is not enough. One must put enough
firepower on the enemy targets during the initial stages or the engagement to destroy their
offensive capacity, as well!

TM

Attacking Bearing-Only Targets
When one launches missiles against a bearing-only detected target, the weapons seeking
sensor will normally activate at the minimum
distance that the target could possibly be. If the
seeking sensor is a radar or sonar, then the target will probably detect the weapon and have a
better chance or shooting it down or deploying
counter-measures against it. Weapons
launched against targets upon which one has
an exact detection will activate very close to the
target and are much more likely to score hits.

The "Short" Course
by Gordon Walton

Avoiding Incoming Torpedoes

Gordon Walton is project leader on the computer version of Harpoon"'. In this article, he
offers some basic suggestions for players to
implement in maximizing their chances
for success.

enemy could be located. Players need to be certain that they leave enough aircraft in the picket zone among their own formations to be able
to detect incoming threats. Until one is certain
about the enemy's position and strength, it is
difficult to make a plan to dereat them.

I

tr no aircraft are available within a given
scenario, one can split off small and rast surface or submarine units in order to scout
ahead or the main force. Once these scouts
detect the enemy, one can decide how to
engage them effectively with the main force.

n Captain Wayne P. Hughes' excellent
book, Fleet Tactics (Naval Institute
Press), the essence of naval warfare is
distilled. This book is extremely useful to
anyone with an interest in naval warfare
and Harpoon players, as well.
TN

Know The Technology
Commanders who do not know the technological capabilities or their platforms,
weapons and sensors cannot fight effectively.
Tactics are so tightly linked with the technology
in naval warfare that ignorance can be ratal.
Further, it is just as important to know the
capabilities or the enemy's technology. In the
computer version or Harpoon"', players can access the Platform Display prior to the start or a
scenario to review the capabilities or their own
platforms, weaponry and sensors. Then, when
an enemy is detected, players can review the
same capabilities for the enemy platforms
which they are able to identify.

Scouting
To effectively fight an enemy, it is obvious
that one must know where the enemy is. To
know where the enemy is and what forces he
has committed, you must use scouts. In playing Harpoon"' on the computer, players will do
most or their scouting with aircraft in order to
search more area raster than with any other
platform. One uses the Launch Aircraft order to
send out patrols to search the areas where the

Concentration of Force
Once a commanding officer knows the disposition or the enemy, enough force must be
brought to bear to destroy that enemy in a
coordinated and cohesive attack. In the larger
scenarios, he may want to Ferry the attack
aircraft arid/or load them out to do the maximum damage to the enemy threat. Both surrace and submarine forces must be
maneuvered to converge on the enemy threat
in such a way that they can all attack simultaneously. In this way, the chances or delivering
maximum firepower to the enemy are
greatly improved.

Counterforce
One must also consider the matter of how
well one's own force is prepared to defend
themselves against enemy fire and the amount
or damage those forces can take before becoming ineffective in combat. To determine this
capacity, one should look at the Damage
Points under the Display or Unit Full Report
commands. The optimal situation is never to
have this ability tested under fire. Rath.:r, find
and kill the enemy before they get the chance
to open fire at one's own forces.

Ir a player is controlling a surface ship, the
only chance or avoiding a detected torpedo is
to go to run speed and set a course directly
away from it. When controlling a submarine,
one must change depth to take the vessel
either above or below the thermocline (also
called the thermal layer and, in the Harpoon"'
system, located between the Shallow and Intermediate depths). At the same time, one must
change the vessel's course by, at least, fortyfive (45) degrees and adjust the vessel's speed.
Together, all or these Factors will greatly increase the chances or breaking the contact or
the torpedo's homing sensor. If the torpedo is
detected more than a few miles away and one
has a submarine with a top speed of over 30
knots, the best thing to do may be to turn
away from the torpedo, dive deep and run
away at full speed. Most torpedoes have a very
limited range and, if one has a few miles head
start, will probably run out of fuel before they
can catch up.

Using Aircraft Effectively
AEW: "Airborne Early Warning" aircraft can
be used both to get detections on enemy airborne and surface targets and to warn the
player of incoming airborne threats early
enough to take effective counter measures.
One should use the Formation Editor or
Launch Aircraft/Repeatable Patrol orders to put
these aircraft where they can detect incoming
threats. Avoid placing these aircraft too far forward without an Air-to-Air escort, as the enemy
will want to shoot these valuable aircraft down!
ASW: Anti-Submarine Warfare aircraft are
the best offensive weapons available against
submarine threats. Keep, at least, one ASW
aircraft airborne at all times, so that any submerged threat can be instantly responded to,
even if it is outside the range of the ship's ASW
weapons. Having ASW aircraft patrol ahead of
the fleet's planned route is a useful method if
sufficient aircraft are available.

Coming Soon
Watch for M. Evan Brooks' upcoming feature
article on Harpoon"' strategy in a future Com-

puter Gaming World.
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The difference between the
GEnie™ service and CompuServe®
could make a big difference to you.
Here's why. GEnie's rate for 1200 baud
access isjust $6 per non-prime hourf
Theirs is more than twice as much.
Which means GEnie lets you stay
online longer for lots less.
So you'll have more time for om
computer RoundTables, multi-player
games and more.
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Review

y career as a
software reviewer
began in 1980
when, desperately seeking a
wifeproof excuse for spending $29.95 for the Apple
cassette tape version of

M

SubLoglc's AFS2

Falcon Vs. Falcon
Electronic Arts' "F-16 Combat Pilot"

simulator, I blustered that I
would write a review to pay
for the software and, amazingly enough, managed to
do so. I've specialized in the
subject ever since. With
today's more powerful computers, of course, flight
simulations are a quantum
leap ahead of the wireframe cockpits, runways,
mountains and landscapes
of the AFS/2 world.

by Dale Archibald

In "Gladiator",
both players begin
on their home runways. Therefore,
the first problem to
be encountered is
starting distance.
One conflict in
preparation for this
review began at initial starting points
160 miles apart!
Even at 750 miles
per hour, it seems
to take forever to
get within range.
Then, since humanpiloted aircraft (unlike the sturdy ships
in the solo game)
can be downed
with just one rocket, a duel can be
over in one pass.

F-16 Combat Pilot attracted me because it could
be played over a telephone
modem, and I wanted to
compare it to GEnie's online game, Air Wanior (see
caw #67).

Mission Control
Missions available are:
"Scramble", "Air-to-Air Interception", "Watchtower" (a
reconnaissance flight),
"Tankbuster" (close air support), "Hammerblow" (Air-toGround attack on an airfield, military base or antiaircraft site), and
"Deepstrike" (Air-to-Ground
attack against a fuel depot,
power station, factory,
and/or bridge). In each of
the missions, an Electronic Strategic Display (ESD) displays various locations on a
map of the operative region. Clicking the
mouse on ESD buttons will provide more
complete information (i.e. mission objectives, available targets, and an intelligence update on weather, flight plan,
and weaponry.

Any of the missions can be flown as a
training mission, along with "Free Flight"
and "Landing Practice" (tutorials). Once a
player has successfully flown all of the
above missions for "real" (i.e. not as painless training), one is ready to take command in "Operation Conquest", the campaign game. Players function as an operational commander in assigning aircraft
and tank battalions to their missions.
Then, once the actual campaign begins,
the player gets into the action as a
squadron pilot. If that particular pilot is
killed, the player is "reincarnated" as
another pilot. This process continues
until either the campaign is over or the
player runs out of aircraft.
Page24

dial through a 1200
baud modem (or
faster). Once pilots
are connected, they
gain full access to
the entire command structure in
the "Gladiator" mission and enter a
two-player dogfight.

Players may want
to limit their initial
manned flights to
1-2
(with modem play)
machine guns.
$49.95
That will allow
Digital Integration
damage to build in
Electronic Arts
San Mateo, CA
increments and
player skill to improve before putting it all on the
line in such lightning fast rocket duels. (Note: The designers of GEnie's Air Wanior chose WWI
and II aircraft rather than modem
designs, because, with the latter types,
scorehappy players could take off. fire
rockets at a 30 mile range, land and
then, wait for the "kills".)

TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
REVIEWED ON:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
DESIGNERS:
PUBLISHER:

Flying Off The Handle
It's in the cockpit, of course, that one
finds the bulk of the fun. One nice touch
of realism is that when one goes into too

steep a dive, the G forces increase on the
pilot's body and the screen display itself is
modified to reflect the lightheadedness a
pilot would normally experience.

F-16 Combat Pilot
Atari ST, IBM (51 21<)
IBM

It's A Dog-Fight-Dog World

On-line, F-16 keypad keys need to be
held a bit longer and reaction times tend
to be slower and much jerkier than when
one is simply playing solo (perhaps because of information "packet" transfer on
the modem). In addition, there is no way
to communicate with each other while online, whether in the air or back at the
crew room. This is a feature which is
generally standard in on-line games like
Modem Wars, Air Wanior and Sniperi
(among others) and one is surprised not
to see the "Radio" feature present in this
game. It would also be nice to have a little variety in the on-line arena. Perhaps
some area or drones to protect or attack?

So, how does it work as an on-line or
direct-connect program? Quite well, actually. Once loaded, it is very simple to

Overall, though, this is a 9•:.cd game for
solo or on-line use and c/Jn potentially
keep gamers at the cont·-;;ls for hours.

The realistic and smooth graphics are
not only functional for the front view, but
also provide views out both the sides and
the rear, as well. The graphics work quite
rapidly on an AT or clone, but the program offers acceptable speed on even a
4.77 Mhz "dime-store" PC clone with
simulated CGA graphics on a
monochrome monitor. Color is such an
integral part of the program, however,
that it makes matters simpler if one has
the larger palette.
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Top Secret Top
Only a lunatic would agree to single-handedly destroy a major terrorist
operation in Central America. With submarines, choppers and tanks, your
enemy outnumbers you in the sea, air and ground. Just the odds you love!

Get yo ur hands on some of the most powerful motorcycles ever made.
From Oto 60 in four seconds, you're in fo r the fastest-and deadliest-ride
of your life. Watch out for that curve up ahead!

POCKET
ROCKETS
■

Dodge exploding bomb shells as you sabotage Base
Camp One.

■

Test drive the Suzuki Katana, Kawasaki Ninja, Honda
Hurricane and Yamaha FZR!

■

Upgrade your weapons by stealing those of
the enemy!

■

Authentic instrument panels and road scenes bring your
ride alive!

■

Enjoy detailed graphics and true-to-life sound effects.

■

Negotiate heart-stopping turns, or speed down the
explosive straight-line quarter mile.

HOW TO ORDER:
Visit your loca l retailer today or phone with VISA/ MC (USA & Canada},
(408) 727-1665, Monday- Friday, 8am-5pm Pac ific Time. Both products
avai lable on IBM ($34.95 ea.) and Commodore 64 ($29.95 ea.). Poc ket Rockets
also available on Commodore Amiga ($39.95). IBM version includes both 5 1/4"
and 3 1/2" di sks.
IBM . Com modore 64. and Amiga arc registe red trndcmark s of Internationa l Bu siness Machine s Corp ..
Com modore Elec tronics Ltd .. ,md Com modorc-Amig:1 I nc .. respec tive ly. Capcom logo is a registered

trademark of Capcom U.S.A .. Inc.

CAPCOM®
USA
3303 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-0400
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well-animated with sound effects which
are spectacularly expressive and funny.

"Peace,

Character attributes are represented onscreen by rows of abacus beads, one each
for body, spirit, karma and honor. The latter is significant as it represents the number
of times a character can mess up and still
manage to come back to life. Note that although there is no creepy 'Death' like
there was in the earlier game, Windwalker
does offer the 'taunting aemons of the Mirror of Truth' and they do laugh outrageously each time a character is tried
and found wanting.

Young
One • • • "
Origin's
"Windwalker"

The fourth attribute, honor, is both important and ephemeral. As Moebius says, 'The
honor from your actions goes forth ... as
the smoke from (an) urn.' Without honor,
or with seriously weakened honor, a character's attempts to gain enlightenment
(much less save the emperor and Khantun)
will be doomed. Villagers will shun the
character and the priests will make him a
pariah. Honor should be valued above all
else by the disciple of Moebius.

by Dennis Owens
TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
PRICE:
DESIGNER:
PUBLISHER:

Windwalker
Amiga, Apple 11
C-64, and IBM
$39.95
Greg Malone
Origin Systems
Austin, TX

You are drifting through bliss-the
ethereal state of meditative consciousness.
Weightless ... Silent ... Aware ...
Ahead, in the distant mist of your mind's
eye, you see a light, a presence,
a voice . . . .
So begins Windwalker, the se9uel to
Origin's (and Greg Malone 's) Moebius, the
role-playing guest for wisdom and enlightenment set in the Orient. Much like its
predecessor, Windwalker combines the
search for peace of spirit and understanding with a healthy dose of ninja-bashing, thief-konking and guard-whomping.
Along the way toward restoring Chao Ti,
Khantun's rightful emperor, to his throne,
and overcoming the ambitious Zhurong,
each player's character will learn much
about the mysteries of Shamanism and
Khisanism, as well as his own
strengths and weaknesses.

Windwalker shares or improves upon almost all of the strengths of Moebius and
does away with its weaknesses. Cone is
the divination se9uence during training, extensive learning curve for combat sequences and all of the different commands for
interaction. In their places, one finds a combat sequence that has been much retooled
(both for ease of use and enjoyment), a
simplified interface, and sound/graphics
capabilities that are . . . ahem, nead and
shoulders above those of the earlier game.
No longer does one's character either
have to get slaughtered or suffer embarrassing blots on his honor when he faces an
opponent more skillful or stronger than he.
Now, in the game's most significant and
welcome change, he can pace himself
March 1990

through his battle sequences-either
through stop-action concentration mode or
real-time intuition mode. Combat in concentration mode is much easier, but exciting nonetheless. Then, once the player becomes comfortable with the battle commands, intuition mode is but a keypress
away. In fact, no longer does starvation
and thirst set in every time the player turns

around. The game has a decidedly better
play balance than its predecessor had.
The menus are easily accessible, but one
command which the manual does not mention and which did not seem immediately
evident to this reviewer should be mentioned. Whenever the player's character
needs to disembark from a ship, one must
go to the inventory menu
and choose 'anchor'.
Graphics are similar to those in Moebius,
but both clearer and more inventive than
those utilized in the earlier game. Character icons are still represented by huge
heads and shoulders. The landscape still exudes that Oriental atmosphere, but now,
the oceans broil; the sky darkens;
and lightning cracks.
Combat sequences are smooth, large and

As an aside: perhaps, the most refreshing
characteristic of Windwalker is its emphasis
on honor. If one's character attacks
without provocation, steals or performs
various other dishonorable acts during the
game, the quest becomes more difficult.
Origin's writers should be praised for their
attempts to instill codes of conduct in their
games. As one of the extremely few companies who do so, their attempts-as in
the Ultima series-are generally quite successful artistically and satisfying to game
players. We know there's more to life than
hack 'n slash.
Came-saving is readily accessible. However, there is no way to quit without
saving (whenever the player makes a mistake) without having the game tell the
player something irritating about the 'light
of knowledge' and zapping his player's
karma for one of his lives. The wise (or
cautious) game player will learn to back up
(at least, on the IBM) their 'Savegame.dat'
and 'Roster.dat' files after each play. Then,
as this writer 'dishonorably' chose to do, it
can be a simple matter to flee from a battle, press 'Recall game' and keep going.
The IBM version supports a hard-drive;
offers options for mouse or keyboard interface; features drivers for Adlib, CMS and
several other soundboards; provides
graphics options from CCW to VGA and
Tandy color; and requires, at least, 384K
and one disk drive. Reports from Apple
users suggest a lot of disk access, but the
PC version is not bad.

Windwalker is an excellent game for fans
of Moebius and for anyone looking for a
combination a~ion/role-playing game ':"!th
an Oriental flair and a gentleness of spint.
CGW
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T

here are times when it is difficult to be a game reviewer.
Now, for instance. On the
desk in front of me is a copy of
Star Trek V: The Final Frontier,
Mindscape's adaptation of last
summer's film of the same name.
This is, in many ways, the best
Star Trek computer game yet. It
reproduces the visuals, the sound,
and the "feel" of Star Trek with
wonderful authenticity. It offers
several diverse game sequences,
with a nice balance between arcade action, strategy, and storytelling. It is technically superb and
there is a great deal of thought evident in the intricate game design.

KLINGONS,
GO HOME!
Mindscape's Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier
By Charles Ardai

Yet, somehow the game is unsatisfying. If I were just a guy on
the street, I could get away with
saying, "I can't put my finger on it,
but for some reason this game
doesn't work for me. I should enjoy
it, but I don't." As a reviewer, I
can't get off the hook that easily. I
have to "put my finger on it." The
danger is that, as I build up my explanation, negative comments will
pile up; and as negative comments
pile up, readers will start to think
that the game must be awful to
merit so much criticism. In this
case, at least, that would be the
wrong conclusion to draw.

several action sequences, each dealing with one leg of the adventure. Sequences are lifted from Star Trek:
The Motion Picture (going through a
hyperspace wormhole), Star Trek Ill
(hand-to-hand combat between Kirk
and a Klingon captain on an alien
planet, space combat between a
debilitated Enterprise and a Klingon
Bird of Prey), Star Trek II (the
spaceship combat is really just a mission simulator), and the designers' imagination (a Klingon "gravitic
minefield")-in short, anything to
avoid having to deal with the source
material under license.
Players have control of all the
Enterprise's functioning systems
directly as well as through commands
to the bridge crew. Each crew member has a playing-card-sized digitized
portrait and a menu of personal commands which can be called up at the
push of a function key; other controls
access navigation, weapons, damage
control, and so forth. This means that
players can either call up Chekhov's
menu and have him fire the ship's
phasers or they can fire them by
hand, for instance.

Damage control is a major feature
of the game, and it is here that
strategic elements come into play.
Whatever else is going on in a given
sequence, some part of the
Enterprise always needs fIXing (includS tar Trek V: The Final Frontier is
a fine game. It is even an entertaining the crew, in which case it's Dr.
McCoy's problem). On the series, Kirk
ing game. Unfortunately, like the
could leave such matters to his
movie that spawned it, Star Trek V
Star Trek V:The Final frontier
TITLE:
officers' discretion; here, the player
leaves one wishing that it
SYSTEMS:
IBM
PRICE:
$ 49.95
has to juggle his crew from one damaged area to
had been better.
Level Systems Inc.
DESIGNER:
another, estimating where a certain officer's exMindscape Inc.
PUBLISHER:
pertise will do the most good and making quick
Report On A Broken Bridge
decisions under fire.
First things first. For those readers fortunate
This is a well-conceived device which adds depth to what would
enough to have missed the film, here's a synopsis of the plot:
otherwise be a rather superficial series of arcade-game contests.
Kirk and company are called back ahead of schedule from a wellHaving to rush about from one damage screen to another and
deserved shore leave when a Vulcan mystic takes the leaders of a
balance one's resources enables one to forget that the
backwater planet called Nimbus Ill hostage. The crew returns to
foreground action has been essentially "cribbed" from any numan Enterprise that is half-functional (at best) and heads off to resber of Golden Oldies.
cue the Nirnbusians. Since one of the captive leaders is a Klingon, the Klingons also send a ship to check things out-but, as
The wormhole sequence (which opens the game if one doesn't
it turns out, the Klingon captain is more interested in hanging
count the "Mission Briefing") is seems tremendously reminiscent
Kirk's head over his mantel than in rescuing anybody.
of the air-tunnel sequence in Activision's Master of the Lamps,
Meanwhile, the Vulcan, who turns out to be Spock's halfonly without that game's jazzy soundtrack. The object is to fly the
brother (don't ask), captures the Enterprise through a {sarcasm
Enterprise through a tunnel without touching the walls or runalert} clever bit of subterfuge. His glassy-eyed mission is to find
ning into the improbably numerous asteroids that whiz by.
God on the legendary planet, Sha Ka Ree, at the center of the
In true arcade fashion, there are bonus points to be had, too,
Galaxy. Kirk has no choice but to go along with this mad planhere in the form of dilithium crystals to be collected for extra enerone imagines this is how Paramount Studios felt when Bill Shatgy. (Dilithium crystals just floating in a wormhole?
ner came up with this story-and sets course for the "Eden
Typical arcade game logic.)
Planet." The Klingon warship follows .
Eventually they all reach Sha Ka Ree, encounter a strange
alien, and run up and down making very little sense. Then (I am
not making this up), there's a cocktail party scene featuring the
crews of the Enterprise and the Klingon vessel enjoying what appears to be the film's wrap party. End of story.
Mindscape wisely avoids the film's worst parts-the first sixty
minutes and the last twenty-by setting their Star Trek V mainly
along the voyage to Sha Ka Ree. The game is divided into
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Next on the agenda is the Klingon gravitic minefield, a clever
conceit which almost cloaks the fact that the sequence is virtually
Super Breakout-in-the-Round. See, the Enterprise is in the center
of these concentric rings of mines---the rings rotate in opposite
directions and slowly collapse inwards (attracted by the
Enterprise's gravity, the rulebook tells us)-and the player's job is
to blast a hole through the rings and time a run through
the opening just so . . .
Computer Gaming World

No, it isn't a figment of the imagination.
We have seen all this before. After that excitement, the Enterprise reaches Sha Ka
Ree. Here, Kirk has to duke it out with
Commander Klaa in the style of Karateka.
Several different attacks and defensive
stances are at Kirk's disposal, though hardly the impressive array offered by some
recent hand-to-hand combat games(no
head butts, shoulder throws or
kicks to the groin).
Finally, if Kirk survives the fight, he gets
to go at it again on the grand scale. It's
the Enterprise vs. the Bird of Prey (or a
whole flock, if one is playing the advanced difficulty levels) in a
simulated starship duel to the death. Why simulated? I have no
idea. Why, if it's simulated, is the Enterprise not simulated at full
capacity instead of its actual level of disrepair? I have no idea.
Give or take a few narrative connecting screens (mainly text,
with some graphics), that's the whole game.

What's Wrong With This (Motion) Picture?
There's an old joke which goes something like this: life is nothing but problems, misery, worry, sorrow and, worst of all, it's too
short! In a peculiar way, that's my feeling about Star Trek V.
The game's action sequences are highly derivative and only marginally entertaining, but worst of all, there are only four of them!
Star Trek V was, at least from this reviewer's perspective, a disappointing movie, a chore to sit through, and best forgotten, but
this game has too little of the movie in it!
It may be, in fact, that Star Trek V should never have been
turned into a game. Nevertheless, once the deal was signed, the
designers shouldn't have held back.
There are some respects in which the designers didn't hold
back: in terms of graphics the game is perfect, with memorable
digitized images and nicely rendered animation; in terms of
authenticity it is remarkable, with its unmistakably Trekkian sensor panels, main viewscreen, sound effects, and so forth. Even
though the theme music sounds slightly sluggish (and, incidentally, it's the theme to Star Trek: The Next Generation, not the
movies!), it's effective. Finally, please believe that I'm not scraping
for something to compliment when I say that the inclusion of a
full-screen Paramount Pictures logo is a nice touch. All of these
nice touches inspire confidence, none more than the credited
design participation of several Star Trek: The Next Generation
cast and crew members. Indeed, players are never let down on a
technical level. This is certainly more than can be said for Star
Trek V: The Final Frontier as a movie.
However, players are let down on some levels. Those who expect originality of gameplay will find precious little here. Others
will not feel like they received their money's worth because of this
game's short length (especially relative to previous Star Trek
games which may not have been great adventure games, but
were never too short.
Perhaps, worst of all, the game is disappointing on an aesthetic
level. For all the laudable attention to graphic detail and accuracy
there is almost no attention given to constructing a comprehensible story. The game only pays lip service to the film's plot with
the perfunctory run-down of events at the start. After that, the
player has no sense that his ship has been taken over by a usurper or that his crew is under the telepathic influence
of a mad messiah.
In fact, almost all of the movie's quasi-religious plot has been extracted from the game. This might seem, at first, glance to be an
improvement, but it isn't. In fact, it is a sort of auto-evisceration,
the first instance I know of computer game hara kiri. Having a
March 1990

weak plot is bad enough, but remove
the core of that plot and all that's left is
a vacuum.
Nor is this the full extent of the
damage done. Having robbed the
storyline of its central plot elements, the
designers chose to substitute generic
Star Trek events for actual incidents in
the film. Writer Chris Erhardt could have
built a game around such film sequences as the shuttlecraft reentry, the brig
escape, the jet-boot flight, the Nimbus Ill
invasion--even Uhura's fan dance, for
crying out loud. Instead, he bleached
out every resemblance to the film he
could, thereby creating a self-negating product that announces
its low self-image at every turn. Star Trek Vis the Jay Gatsby of
computer games: visually opulent, yet empty
and self-denying at its soul.
Does this mean that the game should be burned at the stake?
No. Does this mean that no one should buy the game? No. This
is just the closest I can come to explaining why I find Star Trek V
so painfully unsatisfying.
No Star Trek fan should pass up a chance to play this game,
just for the feel of it. For what it's worth, this is the first Star Trek
action game since the Vectrex cartridge of 1982. If nothing else,
it will surely be a collectible one day.
It could have been so much more, though, than ten minutes of
excitement followed by twenty years in a display case. That it
isn't, especially with so much going for it, is a true pity. CGW

GRAND ALLIANCE
·-

*Grand Alliance• is a fully
computer moderated playgame which
by-mail
involves the battle of survival
between human and alien
races. Players represent
either a member of the
human race or of the alien
race with the universe as a
setting. The game is played
on a map of three parallel
levels where each level is
composed of 240 planetary
systems. Each player must
solve military and political
problems within 011Vn camp
before war can be waged
effectively against the
opposing race. Each side is
faced with the same
situations and problems to
overcome.

To order the rule book for your inspection
please send $2.00 with your name and address to

Simcoarum Systems
P.O. Box 520861 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84152
Turn fees are $3 .00
Circle Reader Service #40
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WHERE IN TIME IS
CARMEN SANDIEGO?
Broderbund's Success Story Continues
by Roy Wagner

F

or those not familiar with Carmen
Sandiego, a brief step back in time
(gamewise that is) would be
worthwhile. She has been responsible (in
the context of the games) for some of the
greatest robberies in the world. Her escapades started many years ago. Over
the years the title questions asked have
been, "Where in the (World, U.S.A.,
Europe) is Carmen Sandiego?"
Those that have answered the title questions have found this to be one of best
educational games on the market. It is a
game that does not teach overtly, but offers a deductive challenge that is so entertaining that learning inevitably comes
with the play. The idea is to use the clues
provided to figure out who committed the
crime. To do so, players follow the
suspect as he travels from one place to
another. When the player gleans enough
clues, he or she must issue a warrant
and then, catch the suspect in order to
make the arrest.
Well, Carmen and her new gang are at
it again. And now they are robbing all
time for what's it worth. Fortunately, the
Acme Detective Agency has the player on
their staff. With the player's assistance,
Carmen and her V.I.L.E gang should easily be sent to prison.
Each game comes with a useful reference guide. With this game, players
receive The New American Desk Encyclopedia, a large paperback volume
with 1,374 pages of very helpful information to help the player discern exactly
when and where the thief has gone in
terms of time and space.
The game starts in the San Francisco
offices of the Acme Detective Agency.
Play is initiated in the lobby, in front of
the elevator. One presses the button and
"checks in" in order to start a new case.
There are employees to help and, behind
some closed doors, are some very
humorous animations with a
variety of punchlines.
The equipment in the detective's 325i
Chronoskimmer is checked and the chief
assigns him/her to the next case. The entire screen is one large display panel. On
the left half, is a window that displays
one's present location within the game.
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TITLE:
SYSTEM:

Where In Time Is Carmen Sandiego?

PRICE:

S44.95

DESIGNERS:
PUBLISHER:

IBM
Gene Portwood & Lauren Elliott
Broderbund Software

San Rafael, CA

These graphic images are outstanding.
On the right side of the screen, are the
basic control buttons and display information. These include the current date in
game time, how much time is remaining
for the case to be solved, and buttons to
select operating modes for travel, searching, analyzing data, and
aborting a mission.
Game play is most easily directed by
mouse or joystick, but the keyboard can
be also be used. Each game begins with
the chief reporting the theft of some
great historical item and "sending" the
detective to that time period. Once there,
by way of some well-done animation and
sounds, one can use the search button
to get clues from a witness, an informant

or from a scan of the area. This should
provide enough information to determine
where, in time, the suspect has gone
next by offering the name of a person
and event. It is up to the player to determine "when". One might also obtain a
clue to the identity of the suspect. These
are related to hair and eye color, as well
as their favorite author and artist. It is
necessary to learn about the works of
four famous authors and artists to make
use of these clues.
When enough evidence is gathered, the
player selects the data (analysis) button
to enter the evidence. The "crime computer" will decide if there are enough
Continued on page 35
Circle Reader Service #66 »
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Armored Getaway Vehicle: Ml Tank

Platoon puts you in charge of four
Abrams tanks right where they were
designed to be used - the roll ing
countryside of West Germany.

Doidighting Getaway Vehicle: F-15
Strike Eagle II gives you the Middle
East, Vietnam, the Persian Gulf and
Libya. Plus, if you have F-19 Stealth
Fighter you can transport F-15 It's
dogfighting action to Central Europe
and the North Cape of Scandinavia.

MicroProse builds the world' s most reliable getaway
vehicles. While other companies take you on dead-end
trips to little fictional rectangles in the middle of nowhere,
MicroProse authentically simulates the real -world places
American forces might one day have to go.

Underwater Getaway Vehicle : Red Storm Rising plunges
you into the North Atlantic in a modern nuclear
submarine. You'll stalk Soviet subs and surface ships
from your base in Scotland, along the coast of
Scandinavia, to the Soviet ports on the Barents Sea.

Clandestine Getaway Vehicle: F-19
Stealth Fighter re-creates 250,000
square miles of Libya, Central Europe,
the Persian Gulf, and the North Cape
of Scandinavia. Real geography is one
reason the Software Publishers Association voted it Simulation of the Year.

COMING SOON!
Getaway in your own railroad . Span
the continent with routes, signals and
switches you design and trains you
dispatch. Cross the years from the
gritty days of coal and steam to the
gleaming, modern diesels. Race
against Morgan and Vanderbilt to control new markets. Is this any way to
run a railroad? It's the only way!

Computer Gaming World's
See Reader Input Device on page 72

The Categories
Strategy (ST): Games that
emphasize strategic planning
and problem solving.
Simulation (SI): Games based
on first person perspectives of
real world environments.
Adventure (AD): Games that
allow you to take your alter
ego through a storyline or
series of events.
Role-Playing Adventures
(RP): Adventure games that
are based on character
development (usually
involving attributes).
Wargames (WG):
Simulations of historical or
futuristic warfare-from a
command perspective.
Action/Arcade (AC):
Computer games that
emphasize hand-eye
coordination and reflexes.

Top Role-Playing

THE TOP TEN GAM ES
No. Name

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Their Finest Hour
Starflight 2
F-19 Stealth Fighter
SimCity
M-1 Tank Platoon
Populous
Harpoon
8. Chessmaster 2100
9. Hero's Quest
10. Red Storm Rising

LucasFilm
EA
MicProse
Maxis
MicProse
EA
SpecHolo
Toolwrks
Sierra
MicProse

I
I
I
Many
I
Am,I,ST
I
Many
I
C,I,ST

Cat.

Avg.#
Resp.

AC,SI
RP
SI
ST,SI
SI,WG
ST
WG
ST
AD,RP
SI

Name

Mfg.

Machines

Cat.

11.
12.

Lords of Risin~ Sun
Battlehawks 1 42
Sword of Aragon
Ghostbusters II
Dragon Wars
Wasteland
MechWarrior
Bard's Tale Ill
Ultima V
Space Quest Ill
Romance/3Kngdms
Indy: Adventure
Falcon
A-10 Tank Killer
NFL Challenge
Overrun
Might & Mate II
The Magic andle
Genghis Khan
Project Stealth Ftr

Cnmwre
LucasFilm
SSI
Activision
Interplay
EA
Activision
EA
Origin
Sierra
Koei
LucasFilm
SpcHolo
D~amix
X R
SSI
NewWorld
Mndcrft
Koei
MicPr

Am
Am,I,ST
I
I
Ap,C
Ap,C,l
I
Ap,C
Ap,I
Am,I,ST
Am,I
Am,I
Many
I
IM
Ap,I
Ap,C,I
Ap,C,I
I
C

Battles of Napoleon
Battletech
Fire Brigade
Airborne Ran~er
F-15 Strk Ea e 2
King's Quest V
Sword of Samurai
Neuromancer
Battlechess
Curse of Azure Bonds
T~oon of Steel
Ba-~
Police Quest II
Zany Golf
Gretzky Hockey
Sword of Sodan
Pool of Radiance
Nobun~a•s Ambition
Carrier ommand
Panzer Strike

SSI
lnfocom
Panther
MicProse
Micprose
Sierra
MicProse
Interplay
Interplay
SSI
SSI
Psygns
Sierra
EA
Bethesda
D·

Silent Service
Hostage
688 Attack Sub
Manhunter 2
1V Sports Football

14.
15.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

34.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
42 .
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
51.
52.
53.
55.
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Machine

No.

31.

Top Simulation

Mfg.

1

Rating

66
32
85
95
72
92
46
28
34
67

10.76
10.05
9.85
9.84
9.73
9.67
9.65
9.43
9.40
9.22

Avg#
Resp.

Rating

AC,ST
AC,SI
ST,WG
AC
RP
RP
~~RP
RP
AD
ST,RP
AD
SI
SI
ST
WG
RP
RP
ST,RP
SI

54
84
27
39
27
120
41
74
103
34
31
23
62
40
86
25
54
43
32
29

9.19
9.18
9.18
9.08
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.03
9.02
8.97
8.96
8.93
8.90
8.88
8.87
8.85
8.81
8.80
8.79
8.79

Koei
Rainbird
SSI

Ap,C,I
Afn,l,ST
Am,l,M
C,I,ST
I
Many
I
Ap,C,I
Am,l,ST
Ap,C,I
Ap,C
Arn ST
~S(ST
,,ST
Am,I
Am,GS
Ap,C,I
I
Am,l,ST
Ap,C

WG
RP
WG
AC
SI
AD
ST,RP
AD
ST
RP
WG
AC
AD
AC
AC,ST
AC
RP
ST,RP
i~WG

30
48
22
74
57
58
47
33
58
70
43
20
43
31
38
27
116
51
49
68

8.77
8.77
8.77
8.76
8.76
8.75
8.74
8.70
8.68
8.67
8.67
8.65
8.65
8.65
8.64
8.63
8.61
8.53
8.51
8.51

MicPr
Mndscpe
EA
Sierra
Cnmwre

Man(
Am,,ST
I
l,M,ST
Am,I,ST

SI
AC
X6ST

257
28
48
31
50

8.50
8.47
8.42
8.42
8.39

s~cvry

AC,ST
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Top 100 Games

THE HALL OF FAME
The Games In
CGW's Hall Of
Fame Have Been
Highly Rated By
Our Readers
Over Time.
They Are Worthy
Of Play By All.

No.

56.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
75.
76.
78.
79.
8 1.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
90.
91.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
99.
100.

Bard's Tale I
Chessmaster
Dungeon Master
Earl Weaver Baseball
Empire
Gettysburg
Gunship
Kampfgruppe
Mech Brigade

Might & Magic
M.U.L.E.
Pirates
Starflight
Ultima III
Ultima IV
War in Russia
Wizardry

Name

Mfg.

Machines

Cat.

Arkanoid
Wings of Fury
Stril<e Fleet
Rocket Ranger
Modem Wars
It Came Frm Desert
Manhunter
Police Quest
Starglider II
Jae!< Nicklaus' Golf
Three Stooges
Leisure Suit Lry II
Battlegroup
Abrams Battle Tank
Tetris
Vettel
Stealth Mission
Shiloh
Zork Series
Faery Tale Adventure

Dsc/faito
Brodbnd

Many
Ap
Ap,C,I
Ain,ST
C,I
Am
Many

Many

AC
AC
WG
AC,AD
ST
AD
AD
AD
AC
AC,ST
AC
AD
WG
AC,SI
AC,ST
AC
SI
WG
AD
RP
AC
AD
WG
RP
AC
AC
AC,ST
AD
ST,RP
AD
AC
ST
ST
AD
SI
SI
RP
WG
RP
AC
WG
ST
RP
RP
AD

EA

Cnmwre

EA

Cnmwre
Sierra
Sierra
Rainbird
Acclde
Cnmwre
Sierra
SSI

EA

SpcHolo
S~Holo
Sublogic
SSI
lnfocom
Micllsn

~~ST
Am, ,I
Am,C,GS
ManC
Ap,
I
Many
I
C

~~I

~dball
ean Streets
Russia
Sentinel Worlds
Techno-CoO
Test Drive
WC Leader Board
Leather Goddesses
Breach
Enchanter
Jordan vs Bird
Joan of Arc
Omega
Propnecy
TANK
Deathtrack
Wizar~V
White eath
Eternal D~~er
Lakers vs e t

Cnmware
Access
SSG

EA

Many
C,I
Ap,C
I
C,ST
Am,C,I
Many
Many
Many
~y
'
Am,1
Man(
Am,
I
I
Ap,I
Am,I
Many
I

Rommel
Anc Art of War At Sea
Phantasie Ill
Phantasie
Star Saga I

SSG
Brdbnd
SSI
SSI
Mstrply

Af?t;C
I,
Many
Many
Many
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EA

Epyx
Acclde
Access
lnfocom
Omntrnd
lnfocom

EA

Brodbnd
Ori~in
Activsn
SpecHolo
Activision
Sir-Tech
ComndSim
SSI

Top Strategy

Avg#
Resp.
69
52
79
75
24
46
72
98
65
28
68
52
36
31
46
26
36
54
218
59
35
32
61
71
23
42
97
136
114
115
47
41
49
32
23
24
43
20
72
27

20
108
105
147
37

Rating

8.38
8.38
8.37
8.32
8.29
8.26
8.25
8.23
8.22
8.21
8.21
8.20
8.19
8.16
8.13
8.12
8.11
8.09
8.09
8.07
8.06
8.06
8.05
8.04
8.04
8.02
8.00
7.99
7.98
7.97
7.96
7.95
7.92
7.92
7.91
7.88
7.88
7.87
7.85
7.83

Top Adventure

Top Wargame

7.80
7.74
7.74
7.69
7.66
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Greatness isn't awarded, it's eamed.
Wayne Gretzky has spent thousands
of hours on the ice, practicing his
skating, passing, and shooting skills.
He's earned his reputation as the dominant
force in professional ice hockey today.
At Bethesda Softworks, we've spent countless
hours developing WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.
We've captured the strategy, the game play and the
hard-hitting action of major league hockey. And we
deliver a dynamic simulation that recreates the action on
the ice and the strategy from the bench. From the
adrenaline rush of a breakaway goal to the tension of
Sudden Death Overtime, it's all here.
WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.
You 'll discover that we've earned our reputation too.

□[UIE~iln ~t)f [lUtJ~<~

TM Creators of GRIDIRON ®' the award-winning football simulation.
15235 Shady Grove Road, Suite 100, Rockville, MD 20850 USA (301) 926-8300.

Visit your retailer or call (800) 432-1988 for Visa and MasterCard orders. To purchase by mail , send credit card number and expiration date,
check or money order for $49.95 + $3.00 shipping to: Bethesda Softworks, P.O. Box 7877, Gaithersburg , MD 20898. Allow two weeks for delivery.
@1988 Bethesda Softworks. All Rights Reserved. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Advertisement

If you think people make more interesting
opponents than machines, but don't want to
wait weeks to make a move, you should be
playing

Carmen Sandiego
Continued from page 30

dues to issue a warrant. If not, it will identify those remaining suspects. Most Carmen fans learn to prepare a due matrix
for each suspect. It usually takes three
dues to narrow matters down
to a single suspect.
Once the warrant is in place, players
simply keep jumping around in time,
using the least amount of dues possible.
This is where the "Desk Encyclopedia"
comes in handy and provides you with
much newly learned historical information. As in the earlier "Carmen" adventures, players will always know that they
are in the correct time period because of
some humorous animated encounters
with the V.I.L.E henchmen. If one can
get through around seven time periods
within the reasonably allotted time, the
suspect will usually be brought to justice.
After solving a certain number of cases,
the player's game ranking will increase
from the bottom level of "Time Cadet"

.,....,_....

The
Next

through that glorious height as "Super
Time Sleuth" to that final induction into
the Hall of Fame. Before being retired,
however, a player must successfully solve
eighty cases. After "travelling" to 17
countries and "experiencing" 1,500 years
of history, while tracing more than 1,200
dues, one cannot help but ingest a great
deal of historical fact. Those who read all
the screens and look up the dues will
learn plenty. If history is not the main
goal, one can also use geography and
the names of persons to track
down the suspects.

Fronber
The Next Frontier (TNF) is a strategy game
of interstellar conquest played via modem. Our
unique moderating system allows you to play as
little or as often as you want, whenever you
want. Each game supports up to 200 players in
a galaxy of over 1000 individual star systems.
TNF incorporates dozens of military, economic
and technological alternatives all tied to a
political system designed to enhance your
darkest Machiavellian dreams!

This game is challenging and fun, as
well as educational. Besides individual
play, it is great for the classroom or for
gathering the entire family around the
home computer. And where will Carmen
go next? Since she has pretty much
covered the Earth, she may venture to
the planets and stars as her next venture.
I hope so, because I'll be ready to track
her down again. CGW

requires IBM PcnIT/AT (i::ompatible). Sl2k RAM, and a modem.

IOftware and ..ctup: SS0.00 (90 WI)' play)

write to:

moothly rec: $5.00

S. E. T a:bnologica

P.O. Bo:r:4220
• •.. (206)-734.9784 • • • •
3.5" di&k

USCB

Bellingham, Wa 98225

add SS.00, and Wuhington , tatc rc1idcn~ add 7.8% aalca

w
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GJJALBOA QAME

Cl9MI'ANY

I

NEW LOW MAIL ORDER PRICES!!
ALL SOFTWARE 30% TO 70% OFF
PLrASE CALL )(213)437-5469 OR USE ~AX 1(213) 590-9687
f~t,'E;,JATS SHIPPING VIAUNITED Pl1FrEL SERVICE OR P/0.11. KlST .
THS f)i.TI:ST TITLES AT Tf£ LOOT PRICE'S, SJ WHY G') NIY~'H£RE ELSE?
SEND S.A.S.E. TODAY FOR CCMPLETF LISTINC-S Of NE\i RELF.ASFS.

m,pi::FHF,NSIVP MAIL ORDER CATNJ.,G AVMWlLE FOR ONLY $2 . 00
UR'.)ER SYM~Il W
ITH CHErK , r1:JNEY ORDER . OR C'Ef?TIF'IED 1JID.:,
'!IE ACCEPT VISA/"1ASTERC~D
W NITT SEND C~SH. SORRY NO C. O.D. 'S

I

March Special
"CURSE Or TH£ AZURE PDNDS"

C-64: $27.00

IPM: $34.0G

l·D

Software
IBM Ente rtai nm e nt Spec ia li sts

Wide selection and big discounts.
We carry new titles and old favorites
for IBM PC and Compatibles .
A-10 Tank Killer
Harpoon
Blue Angels
Their Finest Hour
Flight Sim . ATP
Star Trek V
Strike Aces
Star Flight 2
Breach 2
Maxx Rudder Pedals
Maxx Control Yoke

$35.00
42.00
31 .00
42.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
49.00
74.00

Tank
$35.00
Code Name: Iceman
42.00
Micro League Baseball 2 35.00
89 Team Disk
14.00
Lakers vs. Celtics
35.00
Crime Wave
35.00
Dragon 's Lair
49.00
Gunboat
35.00
Joan of Arc
35.00
Knights of Legend
35.00
Ad Lib Sound Board
135.00

• 2 DAY AIR FREIGHT ONLY $3.oo,· •

And many more, please call.

1-800-533-6772
We ship immediately depending on availabil ity. We accept MC/Visa,
money orders, certified checks, personal and company checks with
street address and telephone number printed on check, others 2 weeks
to clear. We will ship COD through UPS at no extra charge. Please add
$3.00 shipping and handling . Prices subject to change. Compatibility not
guaranteed but software is guaranteed. • Lower 48 states only. •

Local and other calls 1-603-898-9711
KD Software, 280 Main St., Salem, NH 03079-0052

1507 Oregon Avenue

Long Beach, CA 90813
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Game Hints

ing to a previous position may
not put everything (especially
the corpses) back where they
were the last time.

Scorpion's Tale
The Colonel's Bequest
As Told By Scorpia

Warning:

A

lthough "The Scorpion's
Tale" is a wann and comfortable tavern of the
mind with a nice cozy fire of
vibrant images, our resident
storyteller coryures up illuminating hints about games. If the
gentle reader eschews hints,
let him beware!

The COLONEL'S BEQUEST

At dinner, Uncle Henri announces that he is leaving his
money to all (except Laura, of
course) in equal shares and, of
course, fewer heirs means
larger shares. The game actually starts just after dinner, with
Laura and Lillian in the room
they share for the weekend. Lillian leaves to freshen up, and
Laura is now on her own to explore (or, more properly, snoop)
around the mansion and
grounds. The clock strike
seven, and the first act begins.

Well, spring is peeking around
the corner again (winter never
lasts as long as it should), but
the nights are still chilly enough
to spend around a roaring fire,
with a warming beverage in
hand. So, settle into your
favorite chair and we'll talk
about peeking (maybe even a little poking, too, hehe). There's a
lot of that going around these
days. Must be something
in the heir.

This is your basic exploratory
phase. All the clock advancements come from activity in the
house, so now is a good time
to wander around outdoors and
see where the other buildings
and such are in relation to the
mansion. While a map comes
with the game, you might want
to make your own for reference
later on.

Speaking of heir(s) brings up
the matter of The Colonel's Bequest. While it's a mystery, there
is hardly any puzzle-solving in it
at all. Mostly, you spend your
time spying on people to learn
all their dirty little secrets; collecting a bunch of miscellaneous
objects; and, later on, finding
the bodies of unfortunate
murder victims.
Spying on people is the
preferred method. Most folks
don't want to talk about intimate
subjects with an outsider
present. Aside from picking up
possible motives for murder this
way, what you learn increases your detective rating at the end of the game.
Also, when the game is over, you get
the chance to look at Laura's notes and
see what you may have missed learning
about. This is nice, but being able to
read these notes during play would have
been more helpful; replaying part or most
of the game after it's over is rather dull,
especially if what you missed has nothing
to do with the solution. [Ed: Since this
Page36

Continuing in the King's
Quest N tradition, your character is again a female, this time a
college student in the Roaring
'20's, Laura Bow. Laura is invited by her friend Lillian Prune
to spend the weekend at
Lillian's uncle's gloomy, rundown mansion in the bayous of
Louisiana. In short, just the sort
of place where you might expect a body or three to turn up,
especially as the Dijon-Prune
clan is composed of a number
of unpleasant people to begin
with: the shady lawyer, the
quack doctor, the alcoholic
aunt, the playboy nephew, the
starlet niece, the sexy French
maid, and, of course, the suspicious butler, among others.

Inside the house, it is necessary to visit every room and see
who's there. Actually, you can
do better by spying rather than
visiting. All it takes is discovering the secret rooms that allow
you to do this. That shouldn't
be hard at all. Especially, if you
look at all those portraits.

APlay by ROBERTA WILLIAMS
was a design decision to replace the old
on-line hints and scoring systems, this
opinion is open to debate. See last
month's feature article on The Colonel's
Bequest for Roberta Williams ' perspective on this issue.]
While the game can be saved at almost
any point (and following the advice in the
manual to have at least one save in each
act is recommended), you have to be
careful with those restores because restor-

You will find that asking people about
others often yields little information, although there are a few who are willing to
talk to you. Of course, opinions should always be taken with a grain of salt and
you'll notice that most of these folks
don't have very high opinions
of each other.
The body count begins in Act II with
Computer Gaming World

I

Gertrude, and mounts up from there.
However, there's little point in trying to
tell anyone about the corpses you find.
Most people will think you're seeing
things, and the murderer will remove the
body anyway after you've discovered it.
Since the bodies are removed, it is absolutely necessary to search each one as
soon as you find it. Some corpses have
nothing, but others will have
items you need.
After the first act, if you see that the
clock is not advancing, try moving
around outdoors; some scenes take
place there that you have to see. Remember, it is mostly seeing people do something that moves the clock. Finding
bodies or other objects doesn't affect it.
From time to time, going back to
various locations is also important. Some
places that were not accesssible to you at
earlier points will be open in a later act.
Basically, any locked area should be
visited at least once per act as a check.
The main puzzle-solving in the game relates to the secret passage in the outdoors. Its location is practically waved

under your nose (it was painfully obvious
the first time I went there); the trick is getting it open. Thisrequrrescollecting
several items from different places and
figuring out what to do with them.
None of this is especially difficult, by the
way. The few puzzles look obvious, and
they are obvious. There is no need to
hunt for anything tricky or abstruse in the
solutions. It is only necessary to find all
the right objects you need and use them
correctly. The best time to visit this secret
passage, by the way, is in Act VII, although you can do it earlier.
Actually, there is one time finding a
body does advance the clock, and that is
in Act VIII. This signals the finale, and is
the one and only time where Laura can
actually take some action to save a
person's life (about time, too) . After finding it (outdoors), you should return to the
house immediately. There is only a little
left to do, but time becomes a critical factor here. Save the game before unlocking any doors. You have to make a
choice and you might be wrong
the first time.

You might be dismayed at the number
of bodies you find, but alas, there isn't
much you can do about it. I couldn't find
a way to save anyone (except at the very
end), and so you're going to end up with
most of the characters dead by the time
the game is over. It may reduce the
suspect list, but is also unsatisfying, as
you feel helpless and frustrated over the
murders you can't prevent.
Well, that's about it for this time.
Remember if you need help with an adventure game, you can reach me in the
following ways:
On Delphi: Visit the GameSIG (under
the Groups and Clubs menu). On GEnie:
Stop by the Games RoundTable (type:
Scorpia to reach the Games ITT). By US
Mail: (If you live in the United States, you
must enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to receive a reply): Scorpia, PO
Box 338, Gracie Station, NY NY 10028.
Until next time, happy adventuring!
Copyright 1990 by Scorpia, all rights reserved.

CGW

LAY BY MAIL
RINTOUTS
LIKE THIS
ERY

THE Nm EMPIRE
...the only game that sends you
fabulously detailed maps like
this one, showing your fleet's
sensor views every turn ... along
with clear, complete stats on
each starship you design, build,
and maneuver individually using
up to 21 different onboard
systems ... plus status ~~~---<
reports on starbases, probes and
asteroids you
control !

The Next Empire
Is a completely
computer-moderated
game, over 6 years
in the making.
Each universe is
a unique, complex '\-c2''i,-&;;;"it.,.:;::5x'.'_.,
gaming environment populated with 21 alien
players itching to blow the hulls
off anyone who gets in their way!
• $20.00 for set-up, manual, universe
map and first two turns

Rectmtly voted #1 PBM
game in a nationwide
player magazine
survey!

• $7.50 per turn; no hidden fees or double turns
• $5.00 for manual only (credited against set-up
fee if you play)
• fast game (two weeks per turn) or slow game
(three weeks per turn)

,

Cyborg Games, Inc.
Department E2
P.O. Box 71019
Milwaukee, WI 53211
(414) 332-1966

• clear, concise rules; our complexity comes
from your gaming freedom
• MasterCard or VISA also accepted
Circle Reader Service # 64
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The Entertainment
Software Capital of the
World
More Computer Games from the Winter
Consumer Electronics Show

should be produced regularly. Another
title coming to computer screens in 1990
is Megatraveller: The Zhodani Conspiracy. Set in Games Designers'
Workshop's "Spinward Marches", the
game looks like it will faithfully recreate
the role-playing experiences of the space
opera-style role-playing game
(Paragon, IBM).
SSl's Champions of Krynn , the first
Dragonlance role-playing game, is ready
to ship. The company has published action/adventures based on these novels in
the past, but the designers have brought
the style of Pool of Radiance and Curse
of the Azure Bonds to a brand new series.

Another licensed title is Bill and Ted's
E.xcellent Adventure. Intracorp plans to
market it as a graphic adventure in the
third quarter of 1990, hoping that all
those history dudes out there will find it a
totally triumphant adventure in which
everyone learns to be excellent to one
another (Amiga, C-64/128, IBM). lntracorp is also developing Tom Clancy's
Cardinal of the Kremlin as an action/adventure and Paragon is attempting the
same feat with Marvel Comics' The
Punisher, complete with
"Battle Van" simulator.
In addition to the standard fare,

L

as Vegas!-One can hardly think of
this desert mecca of materialism
without thinking of bright lights, extravagant stage productions, famous personalities and incessant activity. Yet, for
one week each winter, the so-called
"Entertainment Capitol of the World" becomes the "Entertainment Software
Capitol of the World." Software publishers
unveil their works in progress and await
the critical reactions of buyers and journalists as eagerly as Broadway casts await
the first notices on opening night. Last
issue (COW #68), our dedicated editorial
team recounted trends to watch for
within the demesne of entertainment
software. This issue, our editors concentrate on adventure/role-playing games
and action/arcade games.

The Role of Adventure
Adventure gamers will be interested in
the games discussed last issue under
"The Screen Says It NI" section of the
Winter Consumer Electronics Show
report, but they will also be interested in
two adventure games based on Arthurian
legend. Conquests of Camelot from Sierra shows Christy Marx's masterful research into grail legends and her ability
to inculcate an ethical perspective via
Merlin's urgings and the player's choices.
Mark Siebert's soundtrack emulates Celtic music effectively and Peter Ledger's
graphic style displays a "Prince Valiant"
feel. Spirit of E.xcalibur from Melbourne
Page38

UbiSoft's BA. T. ("Bureau of Astral

House is in the style of and employs an

interface similar to War In Middle Earth ,
but the Arthurian game offers six different
quests, allows non-player characters to
join the party, and features
hand-drawn graphics.
Adventure gamers who want to become
modern heroes in a near-future setting
may choose Code Name: Iceman , the
latest adventure by retired law enforcement officer Jim Walls. Along with the
traditional Sierra graphic adventure formulae, "Iceman" allows players to pilot an
attack submarine (the controls are customized to facilitate game play, but it
operates authentically) and the game will
also teach the adventurer something
about CPR and naval etiquette. Those
who want an interactive movie approach
in a more futuristic setting may opt for
Dynamix' Blade Hunter, due in Fall or
Winter of this year.
Role-players should be able to opt for
licensed titles of popular pen and paper
games by the end of 1990. New World
Computing has transformed Tunnels &
Trolls , Ken St. Andre's pencil and paper
RPG (built on the idea that Dungeons
and Dragons was too complex) into a
CRPG. The first release, Crusaders of
Khazan, is built around 10-12 of the
original "T & T" solo adventures. Miles
Computing has licensed Champions
from Hero Games. Intended as a complete line of computer role-playing
games, the first product will be based on
the superhero rules. The characters will
be customizable and support products

Troubleshooters") is based on a wild
premise. In this real-time game-time adventure (Amiga, Atari ST, C-64 and IBM),
players find the mad scientist and save
the metropolis through visiting 1,200
locations and programming B.O.B., the
bio-computer located in the player's arm.
In addition to this time-travel adventure,
Millennium Warriors from Intracorp (C64 only) is an action/adventure in which
players become pirates, Arabian warriors,
knights and cavemen. Interplay has
entered the "Timewars" arena with Future
Wars: Adventures in Time. Some might
call it "Cinemaware" meets "Sierra" in a
story which offers overtones of The Terminatorin what is, more or less, a battle
in the past for the future.
Interplay is also actively working on The
Lord of the Rings (a licensed role-playing
game set in Middle Earth, due out in the
Summer on the C-64 and IBM). Brian
Fargo, President of Interplay Productions
was highly influenced by the famous trilogy during his early days of computer
gaming and is reputed to have handwritten notes on game ideas written on the
inside cover of one of Tolkien's novels.
The game will feature mouse/joystick support and top-down graphics in this game
which features mini-quests, ten mappable
areas and occasional gentle direction
from the computerized game master.

Snow Go! (Action Games)
Action games with multiple venues are
Continued on page 41
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For all the sounds you hear when you're playing a game, there are probably as many you don't. Our
engineers tell us it isn't so much a reflection on your ears as it is on your computer. They also tell us
1
',,
it's easily corrected. The new Roland I.APC-1 tone generator and ~telligent M~DI interface provides
Wh ilethe!APC-1SoundCord~becomingthe
IBM-PC and compatible users with a humongous selecindusrry standard for playing games, with the
•
.
•
•
optional MIDI Connector &,x ii also
Uon of both mstrumental and percussion tunbres
1989 Winner
becomes thestandardfor
. the fun part, sound ef£ects-a11, PCMagcwneAwardfor
creating music.
as well as, and this lS
Tech nical Excellence
courtesy of the same legendary L/A Synthesis you'll find on our
MT-32 Multi-T1mbral Sound Module.
There's something else our engineers tell us, namely how quickly
you can connect an LAPC-1 to your stereo.
The record is 45 seconds.We think you
can beat it. Roland Corp US,7200 Dominion Circle,Los Angeles,CA 90040 213685-5141

Roland®

I
System Requirements: IBM-PC/XI!AT or compatible, minimum 256k l<AM

lrY"lk'Y w

Step into one of the most advanced
interactive movies ever created.
TM

D

A

V

I

D

ghter. Have you got what it takes tc.i save fhe world?

A sophisticated and lethal stealth fighter has been stolen.
A brilliant aerospace engineer is missing.
The deadliest crime force on earth is preparing to destroy humanity.
You are the world's only hope: David Wolf: Secret Agent.
Dynamix, Inc. • P.O. Box 11806 • Eugene, OR 97440 • (503) 687.-8690
"designates Tradcma.k of Dynamix, Inc., C> 1989 Dyn.1mix, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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still popular. Ski or Die, Electronic Arts
latest offering which pits gamers against
the sinister Lester, offers several events:
snowboarding, aero aerial ski jumping, innertube thrashing, a hilarious snowball
fight and more.
In addition to the multiple venue
games, however, even some traditional
action-style games are adding elements
of strategy. Chris Erhart, producer of Bat-

putting the finishing touches on Vigilante
for the C-64 and Kamov for the Macintosh II. The latter features color graphics,
but unexpectedly features keyboarddriven, not mouse-driven, game controls.
In addition, Virgin Mastertronic is near-

Meanwhile, Taito is preparing February
releases (on the C-64 and Amiga, with
IBM conversions to follow) of their Chase
H.Q. and Operation Thunderbolt coin-op
successes. Chase H.Q. features seven
missions with distinctive landscapes and
vehicles for each mission. The unique
aspect is that it is not a "shoot-'em-up".
Instead, the player must use his/her
vehicle to force the bad guys off the road
while avoiding innocent motorists. Operation Thunderbolt was developed by U.K.based Ocean software as a sequel to
Operation Wolf. This game features twoplayer simultaneous action with forward
scrolling in addition
to horizontal scrolling.

I

tletech: The Crescent Hawk's Inception
for lnfocom and writer of Star Trek V:
The Final Frontier for Mindscape, has
added attribute sliders and his own slightly "bent" sense of humor to create Roller-

games, an action/strategy game based
on the latest television reincarnation of
"Roller Derby". This is the second title in
ShareData's new premium
line, Monarch Software.
Conversions of popular coin-op titles
are continuing to appear. Data East was

ing shipment on Double Dragon II on
the Amiga, ST, IBM and C-64. They
should all support simultaneous play,
with graphics much closer to the arcade

Fat Cat Casino

version on the more powerful machines.
Activision's adaptation of Powerdrift, the
popular coin-op racing game, will ship
toward the end of March (IBM and C-64).
The disk-based version will include six different scenarios and VGA
graphics on the IBM.

For another type of conversion,
Konami has put their recent emphasis
on creating "attractive" versions of their
Nintendo hits. Earlier NES rollovers from
Konami tended to feature disappointing

"Powerful programs of growth and adventure"

EGA Graphics!

THE MAGIC MIRROR . .. self-awareness and
change. E. Kinnie, PhD. Clinical Psychologist. $29.95.
MERLIN ... an apprenticeship in the ancient
Celtic tradition . $24.95 .
I CHING ... wisdom and prophecy at a tea house
on a quiet pond . $24.95.
THE MAGIC MOUNTAIN .. . a wild, occult ex perience. Not for children . Specify male or female
version . $24.95 each . Both, $39.95.

Super casi no for IBM and compatibles ! Our casino
is full featured with EGA graph ics, sound, and
music! Craps, 21, Keno, and Poker are menu
driven, fully integrated, and easy to use. Same
payoffs as Las Vegas ! Beautiful Screens! Easy
keys! A 'Boss Key'! Morel And we include two
books that teach how odds are determined, what
bets are best, what bets to avoid, how to play , why
to play - super secrets of the pros! Get yourself
ready for a REAL adventure in Las Vegas! Learn to
win $$Real, not role playing $$Fantasy!

Blue Valley, 29 Shepard St., Walton , NY 13856

Craps • Double odds, Help, Statistics, all
bets , animated tumbling dice
Blackjack• Adjustable card counting , double
down, splitting, ddas, insurance,
surrender, 1 to 6 decks
Keno• Up to 10 spots , Vegas payouts,
plus free Keno True Odds Table
Poker• 1 to 5 coins, plays like Vegas !
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Mullen Graphics
preaenta

Written in compiled BASIC with assembly routines
for speec/,'Fat Cat is the best casino you can buy!

Maps, Lists, and Answers

Order now chk or MO for only $38,(includes s/h)
or send $3 s/h for free demo disk.
5 12 K mem, EGA or VGA w/ 256K,

for

Dungeon Master

DOS 2.0 I or later, and hard disk req uired

and

Chaos Strikes Back
0 Large, clear, and complete maps

IDqairles/Orders
(213) 434-01115
8635 W. Sahara, Ste, 505. Las Vegas, NV 89117 (702) 255-1331

Circle Reader Service #60

O Each map has its own runber8d 0llject isl
O The spell list uses a special typeface which
matches the magical symbols found in the games

0 Orgnzed so hi inlomtalicn the player_.,
normaly accrue is in the trm, wilt tadicaf
inlomtalicn and soUions to puzzles in the bacf<
0 Ccncisely wrillen for (Jidt refenrtc:e

wilttltesylallfesfleyl8plesenl
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graphics and sound, as well as unwelcome compatibility problems. Now, the
products due in the first half of 1 990 feature EGA graphics on the IBM and improved quality control. Blades of Steel,
features hockey action with digitized
sound to add to the atmosphere (Amiga,
C-64, and IBM). Other titles include:
Castlevania, Double Dribble, Metal Gear,
Super C and Teenage Mutant Nirya
Turtles (all on Amiga, C-64 and IBM). Ar-

cade fans can expect to hear about
Konami doing some non-NES titles in
the next couple of years, as well. One
company source indicates that Konami's
deal with Distinctive Software Inc.
(developers of Test Drive and Test Drive
// for Accolade) will impact on "more
than a couple" of original disk-based
production the future.
In action games, as well as adventure
games, licenses can be important for the
success of a given product. Ocean successfully marketed Batman: The Caped
Crusader through Data East (the IBM
conversion shipped at the end of
January). Now, a new Batman (also
produced by Ocean, but based on the
mega-hit film) is being marketed by Data
East. This one has all the standard arcade sequences (two platform sequences, car and plane chases), but they are
crafted very carefully in the dark, shadowy
film noir style of the movie. The "Batmobile", "Batwing", and "Batcave computer" are all in the product. Data East is
also marketing Ocean's The Untouchables. The game follows the movie's plot
with a newspaper-style "results screen" following each arcade sequence. The scene
with the baby carriage in Chicago's Union
Station is extremely well-handled.
Chris Gray, whose Gray Matter development group designed Infiltrator, Road
Raider and Fiendish Freddy's Big Top O'
Fun, has designed a Superbike
Simulator for Mindscape (Amiga, Atari
ST, and IBM). Players choose from six different Japanese imports and compete on
a combination of twelve different courses
(six street courses and six racetracks). Although the players cannot design their
own tracks, the program does allow them
to customize each track using difficulty
levels, weather, number of hazards,
length of race, and numbers of cuNes,
hills and laps.
Electronic Arts is publishing Kellyn
Beeck's Caesar, an action/role-playing
game where players race chariots or fight
gladiators to build up their personal
treasuries; command Roman
legions/cohorts in battle; and attempt to
maneuver their way to emperor. The battle sequences look very similar to
Microprose's Sword of the Samurai, but
the overall treatment is
somewhat different.

Another intriguing action/role-playing
combination comes from Kellyn's old
alma mater, Cinemaware. Wings is an
Page42

action game which chronicles the diary of
opposite . The consumer becomes, in the
parlance of the "Entertainment Capitol", a
an actual World War I pilot, Mick Mannock. The game features a behind-the"lucky winner". CGW
pilot perspective in the dogfight sequences and the game's "story" is built from
500 entries in the WWI r-r-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _...1._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-_-_-~-_-.,.,-.....
---pilot's journal. In the
game, players create a
pilot by selecting from
THE BEST GAME & SOUND ENHANCEMENT:
various characteristics
and attempt to improve
BOARD FOR IBM PC, XT, AT/386 AND ALL TRUE
with success while interCOMPATIBLES FOR ONLY $99.95
facing with other pilots
of different levels in
comradely badinage.

SOUND MASTER•

Intracorp's Security
Alert (C-64 only) offers

something completely
different. Players take
on the role of a cat
burglar in a game
which offers different
perspectives, tools, etc.
for each burglary.
Variety Headline
If there must be one
headline to herald the
approach of so many
fascinating computer
games and game systems, it would have to
affirm the limitless imaginations of game
designers. Just when
gamers may have
thought there were no
new subjects and no interesting innovations,
along comes one of
the semi-annual Consumer Electronics
Shows to prove just the

MORE THAN A MUSIC CARD--A LOT MORE!
Sound Master incorporates an advanced 3-voice music synthesizer ANO reproduces digitized
speech and sound software files--just like an Amiga or Apple IIGS. True multipart music,

speech, sound effects ... and in STEREO! OMA cir•
cuit design allows all sounds and graphics to

work together. The Dual DIGITAL joystick ports

TO ORDER BY PHONE:

operate with Atari , Commodore , and other true
game-machine joy-sticks and accessories for fast
arcade action. Only Sound Master can offer this .
Demo, utility, joystick drivers, and sound editing
software included.

Call (503)342-1271 (8-5 PST) and

A COMPLETE PRODUCT
Speakers included!
Or use your own stereo
headphones or Hi-Fi system. Board installs in
minutes into an available slot (not for use with
micro-channel bus) . One year warranty. Made in
U.S.A. Best value for a PC sound board!

have your

VISA/Mastercard

ready.

Shipping cost is $5 per order, or $8 for
fast 2nd day air delivery. Most phone
orders processed within 2 work ing
days. Sorry, C.O.D.'s not accepted. If
ordering by mail, allow two weeks for
personal checks to clear. 30 day return
guarantee if not totally satisfied.

ONLY $99.95 (plus shipping)
REQUEST A FREE PRODUCT CATALOG
AND LIST 0~ SUPPORTING SOFTWARE TITLES

@ covox

INC.

TEL 503-342- 1271
FAX 503-342- 1283
BBS 503-342-4135

675 Conger St.

Eugene. OR 97402
All Trademarks acknowledged as the properties of their respective owners .
Copyright © 1989, Covox Inc. SOUND MASTER is a registered trademark of Covox Inc.
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VENOM is not just
the name of the
game .. . it's also
the very atmosphere in which it's
played!
Enter the 9th
dimension where
you conjure your
own monstrous
creature to do batlle!

ij

No one is safe when
the ghosts and spirits
of another god seek
your blood!

Only one survivor!
An ally must tum
enemy .. . sooner
... or later!

Mortals have
always been
pawns ... but
now you need
them in your

lina!godly
battle ..

VENOM is a strategic
battle- to-the-death

between the gods.
Reports on !he numerous
battles each tum are at
no extra cost! In VENOM .
you'll find magic rirxJ"> and
staves of power, lost
mines and hidden portals.

palaces in the clouds ..
and much more!

REGISTRATION
Miracles and magic
are your sword and
shield, but carnage
and cunning are the
paths lo victory!

-•

$15.00

(includes map. rulebook , and two lree turns)

TURN FEE

$4.75

(turn s every two weeks)

RULEBOOK

$5.00

(will apply towards registration)

GAME SYSTEMS. INC., P.O. BOX 160129, MIAMI, FL 33116-0129
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CAPE COD CONNECTION

MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE

Specializing in courteous service, we can help you navigate through the
seas of entertainment and education software. We carry all formats!
(IBM, Commodore, Amiga, Mac, Apple, ST). If you don't see the title
listed give us a call.

1-800-328-WARE
ADVENTURE

STRATEGIST'S
CORNER

IBM
Price
Budokan
34
Code Name: Ice Man
38
Colonel's Bequest
38
Conquests Camelot
Call
Curse Azure Bonds
34
Dragons of Flame
28
Dragon's Lair
45
33
D . Wolf: Sec Agent
Death Trad<
31
Double Dragon II
28
Faery Tale Adv
31
Fool's Errand
34
Gold of Americas
28
38
Hero's Quest
Knights of Legend
33
I. Jones : Last Crus
35
Kings Quest I-IV
33
Knight Force
31
38
Leis Suit Larry 3
Magic Candle
34
Manhunter SF
32
Mean Streets
38
Mech Warrior
33
Miami Vice
28
Might and Magic II
33
Mines of Ti tan
31
31
Neu romancer
Personal Nightmare
33
Pool of Radiance
34
Psychic Wars
28
31
Siege of the Sword
Sword of Aragon
28
Sword of Samurai
37
The Third Courier
33
Ultima IV-V
38
Ultima Trilogy
38
Where in Time
31
Wizardry Trilogy
33
Zork Zero
38
GAMES FOR

EVERYONE
Bridge 6 .0
Chess 2100
Clue Master Dect .
Hoyles Book Games
Life & Death
Manhole
Monopoly
Risk
Sargon IV
Scrabble
Three Stooges
Tongue of Fat Man

28
34
28
33
34
34
28
28
33
28
34
28

IBM
Price
688 Attack Sub
34
A-10 Tank Killer
33
Action Stations
32
ATP
Call
Amer. Civil War III
28
Anc Art War
31
Balance Power '90
34
Band it Kings
40
Battlehawks '42
34
Battles Napoleon
34
Carrier Command
31
F-15 Strike Eagle II
37
F-16 Combat Pilot
34
F-19 Stealth Fighter
44
Falcon AT
39
34
Fire Brigade
Genghis Khan
40
Harpoon
40
Jet Fighter: Adv
33
Kriegs Marine
41
Main Battle Tank
41
Malta Storm
41
M-1 Tank Platoon
43
Omega
33
Panzer Battles
28
Populus
34
Railroad Empire
33
Rap Comm
33
Red Lightning
41
Red Storm Rising
35
Romance 3 Kingdoms 46
Rommel: N Africa
31
Sim City
33
Tank (Req AT)
38
Their Finest Hour
41
Tracon
33
White Death
33

SCIENCE FICTION
IBM
Breach II
Echelon w /sound
Star Command
Star Trek V
Starflight
Starflight II
Space Quest III
Space Rogue
Starfleet II
Starglider II
The Colony
The Kristal

1-800-328-WARE

TOP SELLERS:

33
39
34
33
33
34
37
33
41
31
33
34

SPORTS
IBM
F-40 Pursuit
Face Off
Ferrari Formula I
Gretzky Hockey
Hardball II
Harley Davidson
Indy 500
Lakers vs . Celtics
Madden Football
Magic Johnson BB
Microleague BB II
Monday Night FB
Muscle Cars
NFL Challenge
Nicklaus Golf
Omni Basketball
Pro Tennis Tour
Street Rod
Test Drive II
The Cycles
TV Sports FB
Vette

NEWEST GAMES
OTHER FORMATS
Price
30
31
28
36
28
33
34
34
35
27
33
33
15
60
32
34
28
33
30
28
36
33

NEW OR SOON
TO BE RELEASED
IBM
Blood Money
Cc;,nspiracy : Deadlock
Covert Action
Crime Wave
Dragon Force
Dungeon Master
Eye of the Storm
Harpoon Battle Disk
Heatwave
Iron Lord
It Came from Desert
Loom
New York Warriors
Populus Data Disk
Sands of Fire
Second Front
Sorcerian
Space Ace
Storm Across Europe
Typhoon of Steel
Ultima VI
Wizard Wars
Wolf Pack
Amiga
Battle of Britain
It Came from Desert
Might & Magic II
Pool of Radiance

Calls outside the U.S. 508-457-0737

Call
33
Call
Call
Call
Call
30
Call
28
Call
33
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Amiga
Price
Blitzkrieg Ardennes
Call
Breach II
33
Dragons of Flame
28
F - 16 Combat Pilot
34
F-19 Stealth Fighter Call
Gold of Americas
28
31
Knight Force
27
M . Johnson (1 meg)
Omega
33
Pro-Tennis Tour
28
Rom 3 Kingdoms
44
Shadow of the Beast
33
Siege of the Sword
31
Space Ace
37
Starflight I
34
The Cycles
30
Vortex
28
Weird Dreams
28
White Death
38
Wind walker
28
Apple
Clue Master Dect .
28
Kings Bounty
Call
Knights of Legend
33
. Monopoly
Call
Panzer Battles
28
Pipe Dreams
Call
War of the Lance
28
Wizardry Trilogy
33
Where in Time CS
31
GS
Ancient Lands of Y
31
Fire Power
25
Magic Johnson
Call
Neu romancer
32
Rocket Ranger
33
MAC
Manhunter SF
33
Omega
33
33
Playmaker Football
Sands of Fire
34
Sim City (color)
Call
Space Rogue
33
CENTRAL POINT
PC Tools Delux 5.5
75
DeLux Option Board
110
MISCELLANEOUS
Curtis Surge Strip
25
CH Flightstick
60
Kraft Thunderstick
36
Kraft TC 30 Joystick
36
Kraft TC3 Joystick
25

HARDWARE

.IJ

AD LIB

Synthesizer card
Pers Comp Musi c Sys
Visual Composer
Programmer 's Manual

~
130
180
65
29

CREATIVE LABS
Game Blaster
Sound Blaster

97
Call

IBM COMPATIBLES
FOUNTAIN 386 VGA
• 20 mHz
• 2 Meg RAM
• 1.2 Meg 5 .25 FD
• 1.44 Meg 3 .5 FD
• 2 ser/1 par/clock
• 40 Meg HD
• 16 bit ATI Wonder
VGA card
• Samtron or Goldstar
VGA monitor
(.31 dot pitch)
Your Price
$2499

PRIT TERS
Panasonic 1180
9 pin, 192 cps
Panasonic 1191
9 pin, 240 cps
Pana.sonic 1124
24 pin, 192 cps

$192
$249
$299

VGA UPGRADE PKGS
Paelit 8-bit VGA Card
Magnavox 032 VGA
monitor

429

Paelit 16-bit VGA Card
Magnavox 062 VGA
mon itor
495
ATI Wonder 16-bit
VGA Card
Goldstar 1430 VGA
monitor

510

PANASONIC FAX
Panafax 135
Panafax 150

595
799

24-hour FAX Orders 508-548-9419

9-8 EST Monday-Friday - 9-5 EST Saturday- 21 Pleasant View Ave., Falmouth, MA 02540
We accept credit card orders (MasterCard/VISA), personal checks (allow two weeks to clear), or money
orders. Ask about our frequent buyer program and user group specials. All sales final.
Shipping Information: Software within U.S., add $3.50. AK, HI, PR and Canada add $9 .00. All orders shipped
UPS unless otherwise specified . More complete shipping information available upon request. MA residents add 5% sales
tax . Prices subject to change. Same day shipping depending upon availability. a/IC

Review

CLASSIC
CONVERSIONS
Review by M. Evan Brooks

Take A Chide On The Reading
(Documentation)
The documentation in all of these
programs is adequate. Game mechanics
are explained in detail, for the rare gamer
unfamiliar with the products. Scrabble
and Monopoly are standard, while Clue
offers the newer version of the board
game (Master Detective) with additional
rooms and suspects, and Risk offers the
most options-both American and British
versions with additional options available
by toggle switch.
How to play is delineated, but how to
play well is left to the player. Monopoly
has been the subject of numerous
treatises. The Monopoly Book by Maxine
Brady (1974) does an excellent job of
analyzing optimal play and investment
rates of return. The other games have
not yet engendered their own Midrash,
but careful play will yield successful
strategies.
An interesting sidelight concerning

Risk-this reviewer remembers combat
as a series of successive die rolls. The offense rolled, and then the defender (assuming he had at least two armies) could
decide whether or not to risk one or two
die/armies. Thus, a 6-1-1 attack would obviously suggest a 2-die roll response,
since ties go to the defender and his
second roll would beat the attacker's "1 ".
In the computer version, combat rolls are
simultaneous.

TITLE:
SYSTEM:
REVIEWED ON :
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PUBLISHER:

TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
REVIEWED ON:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PUBLISHER:

Scrabble
Many
IBM
1-4
$39.95
Virgin MasterTronic
Irvine, CA

Risk
IBM/Apple IVC-64
IBM
1-6
$39.95/$39.95/$29.95
Virgin MasterTronic
Irvine, CA

V:

irgin MasterTronic has now converted several classic boardgames
to computer formats. The four
games covered in this review need no introduction. They have aged gracefully
from the late Depression to the era of the
Baby Boomers and beyond. Any game
player is familiar with these games: Scrabble, the classic (pre-Vanna White) word
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TITLE:
SYSTEM:
REVIEWED ON:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PUBLISHER:

Monopoly
IBM/C-64
IBM
1-8
$39.95/$29.95

Virgin MasterTronic
Irvine, CA

TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
REVIEWED ON:
# PLAYERS:
PRICE:
PUBLISHER:

Clue: Master Detective
IBM/Apple II/Atari ST
IBM
1-10
$39.95/$39.95/$39.95
Virgin MasterTronic
Irvine, CA

game; Monopoly, the classic (pre-Donald
Trump) Atlantic City real estate development game; Risk, the classic (pre-Ronald
Reagan) strategic wargame; Clue, the
classic (pre-Columbo) game of deductive
reasoning. The question remains, has the
transition to the electronic medium
been successful?

•

This reviewer was somewhat dismayed,
especially when he discovered that this is
also the rule in the current edition of the
board game. So, a quick call to Parker
Brothers, which was kind enough to
send out copies of each Risk edition
(1959, 1963, 1975, and 1980). In every
rulebook, combat was simultaneous.
Thus, the computer faithfully reproduces
the board version, thereby raising the
question-where did this "Home Rule" of
defender initiative develop? Numerous
Risk players from various areas of the
country remember this "rule" that does
not appear in the official rules-another
childhood myth shattered, along with the
bonanza to be gleaned on Monopoly's
"Free Parking" space!

Advance From Board Plots
(Graphics)
Graphics vary. For example, Scrabble offers a CGA-like low-res depiction of the
board and tiles which must be considered
marginal at best. The more recent game
conversions are much-improved and offer
crisp graphics of the standard boards and
playing pieces.

Risk's global perspective is well-done,
but does have a shortcoming in that continents are not separately color-coded or
otherwise delineated (except in the
manual) and occasional questions of
Computer Gaming World
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propinquity may arise. For the experienced player, this may not prove a
problem, but occasionally, one may forget whether or not a territory is contiguous to another.
" ... As You Pass Go"

(Game Play)
These games are classics. When they
can preserve the value of their board antecedents, they offer reasonable value
and have the added bonus of offering a
computer opponent.

Scrabble is the least successful due to
its drab graphics, lack of mouse interface,
and overall user unfriendliness. A major
part of game play involves manipulating
one's tiles in order to determine if a word
is present or possible. Sadly, computer
Scrabble does not allow one to manipulate his tiles; instead, one may only juggle
the rack at random. Only the 8-bit Apple
II version allows the player to reorder a
rack in his own preference. The program
does allow one to get a "hint" word; but
one cannot add to the included "dictionary" base. If challenged, the player must
make up his or her mind (which could
well yield the multi-valued word such as
"qxzdmp"-defined as "loss of human integrity in playing a machine").
Monopoly is a faithful rendition, but the
computer is incredibly slow. Again, no
mouse utilization is possible, and the
computer opponents are not MBA-types.
In fact, the computer opponents can occasionally be enticed into deals which
may charitably be termed "stupid", such
as surrendering a monopoly to the
human player in exchange for a second
green property. There seems no rhyme
or reason to the computer's idiocy; just
be aware that it exists. However, the most
aggravating aspect in Monopoly is the
computer opponent's reiteration of a
refused deal. Turn it down once, and
each and every turn ad nauseam, the
computer will retry the deal. ARRRGGGH!

Risk-the marijuana of wargaming (i.e.
just about every grognard started with
this one). The mouse interface has been
used and it is appreciated.
The use of the optional British rules as
well as allowing unlimited free moves,
commanders and other options offer a
new look at this classic. But once again,
the computer opponent is barely adequate-all too often expanding in territory count, but without any reserve or
potential to hold onto its gains. Even
more interesting, the computer likes to
split up its forces as evenly as possible
(e.g. a 10-unit force attacking from
Western United States to Eastern United
States may well end up as a 5-5 force) .
This type of play is defensive at best.
Hard-core Risk players generally aggregate forces in a single Schwerpunkt
(main thrust). Also, the computer rarely
March 1990

contests the human player's initial grab
for the Australian continent (which is the
least vulnerable to counter-attack on the
board). Even with the mediocre calibre of
opposition ("good" computer opposition
is only slightly more aggressive than the
standard), Risk is still enjoyable.

Clue: Master Detective is an obvious
choice for those seeking computer opponents. The game rewards deductive
reasoning -and the computer can obviously manipulate seemingly umelated facts
as well (or better) than a human. The
only real chance a human has is the
ability to play a hunch and short-cut
some of the computer's electronic trail.
The program allows the computer opponent to vary in skill, but the best opponents are indeed difficult to beat. A
mouse interface has been offered, and is,
in fact, mandatory. Although keyboard
and joystick input is also "offered", the
first release on the IBM only worked with
the mouse. Virgin Mastertronic will
cheerfully replace the original disks. While
the computer does allow one to take
notes, these are insufficient for the Clue
connoisseur. One should retain pencil
and paper, and note who asks what of
whom and what the responses are. In
this fashion, one may quickly develop a
matrix which reveals the holdings of the
other opponents. Then, victory is merely
a matter of luck in getting the proper die

roll and getting to the proper
location first.

CONCLUSIONS
Each of these products is a faithful
translation of its boardgame ancestor. Virgin MasterTronlc has improved with
each new release. However, since these
products generally sell for under $20.00
in their boardgame incarnations, the
question remains, "Does having the computer version with its potential in-house
opponents provide sufficient justification
for doubling the cost? That is, of course,
a personal decision the consumer will
have to make on his own.
In this reviewer's opinion, Scrabble is
the weakest product (given cumbersome
play and graphics), while Risk and Clue:
Master Detective are the strongest.
Monopoly has been released in
numerous shareware and public domain
versions which thereby weaken its standing. Assuming one has sufficient human
opponents, the boardgame versions still
offer better play value. However, the computer versions can supply a modicum of
opposition (and you don't have to share
your potato chips!). CGW
C Copyright 1990 All rights reserved
M. Evan Brooks

NAVAL SURFACE COMBAT
TACTICAL SIMULATION

1922-1945

A COMPUTER WAR GAME of unparalleled authenticity-the type of simulation
used at the Naval War College for training and tactical analysis.
Scroll/zoom battle plot, 21 display/status boards, gunnery by director or local control (manual
or automatic), smoke, starshells, searchlights, radar, shore batteries, burning oil slicks, list/
stability, capsized hulks, torpedo spreads, damage control, flares , cou nterflooding, exploding
magazines, weather; Battle, Strike, Escort, Raider Missions,? leve ls of difficulty, challenging
computer opponent, automatic scenario generator, and more!

*******+-*******

5·1 /4", CGA, DOS 2.1+, 640K, 4 Disks, 160 pg manual, 30 scenarios,180+ ship classes. Not copy protected.
$49.95 (tax, shipping, handling included)

Conflict Analytics-P 119·2 Norfolk Rd., NAS Alameda, CA 94501 (415) 865-6966
Circle Reader Service #45
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"Design Your Own Game" Contest
In the December 1989 issue of CGW (#66) we asked you to submit your ideas for new computer games. The criteria for evaluating
each game idea was 1) originality and 2) feasibility. There were many interesting submissions.
The winner is ... Perestroika!. Chuck Moss not only described the game in terms of marketability and playability, but by building on an
existing game system and describing in his entry the machine specifications that would be required to implement this game, managed to
convey the feasibility of producing the game, as well. Congratulations to the winner and the runners-up portrayed here.

Athletic Director

Perestroika!
by
Chuck Moss
(Birmingham, Ml)

SUGGESTED PUBLISHER: Strategic Simulations, Inc.
SUGGESTED DESIGNER:
Norman C. Koger, Jr.

Norm's games are always exhaustively
detailed and challenging. Since this game is
a detailed variant of an
existing system, Stellar
Crusade, the author of
that system is the logical choice to develop it.

David L. Winfrey
(St,atesboro, GA)
SportTime
Ed Ringler

Athletic Director

In this stat-based strategy game, the
player chooses the football coach, attempts to build a successful I 0-year program without scheduling too many tough
teams, funds stadium expansion, selects
the right conference to join, and (at higher
difficulty levels) fends off NCM investigations, accepts or rejects bowl bids, and attempts to insure the financial success of
the program. The program has three levels
of difficulty: College 1 - M, University I-A
(Conference), and University 1-A (Independent) and success is measured in
terms of the crowd that fills the stands
from one lonely wino (for an unsuccessful
program) to an SRO stadium (for a
successful program).

Perestroika! would lake the basic
structure of Norm Koger's Stellar
Crusade and re-orient the goal toward
building an economic structure
capable of satisfying consumer needs,
while still satisfying demands of the
military, the Party and the various national components of the U.S.S.R. The
political dimension would be simulated
by each important constituency (the
army, the Party, Siberian miners, Ukraine, Baltics, etc.) having a 'Satisfaction" index. If Politburo dissatisfaction
should rise, the player might have to
backtrack from his reform program or
be deposed a la Kruschev.

Five Star General

Riverboat Captain

by

by

James W. Berg, Sr.
(Lawrenceville, GA)

Dr. S. Ivey (Dover, DE)

SUGGESTED PUBLISHER:
SUGGESTED DESIGNER:

In this game, the player would take the
perspective of a commanding officer with
much, but not final, authority for a given
war effort. The game would mix a roleplaying/management simulation like Hidden Agenda with a strategic level wargame that would be affected by the command decisions in the role-playing segment. The player would have to handle
officers with varied backgrounds,
prejudices, strengths and weaknesses,
but still try to please the man in the
White House. The player would decide
when to promote and reprimand his subordinates, but would have to be ready to
face a performance review by the
computer, as well.
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Ed's design team is
used to dealing with
large, dynamic statistical bases and implementing them in
games with graphics
that are colorful
enough to lend
some heat to the
games, themselves.

Spinnaker Software
Jim Gasperini

Jim's TransFiction
design team has already been experimenting with the role-playing aspects of this
game in their Hidden
Agenda game and
their political game of
eastern European
politics (undoubtedly
in transition at this
point). Add the wargame elements along
with some of the great
VGA color which Spinnaker is developing
and this could be a
big winner.

SUGGESTED PUBLISHER:
SUGGESTED DESIGNER:

Riverboat
Captain

d!!il..

Dynamix
Damon Slye

Such a simulation/role-playing
game would require
the delicate mix of 3Space simulation and
interactive action that
Dynamix is extremely
capable of developing.

Although Dr. Ivey suggested a simulation of the perils faced by a modem riverboat captain on the muddy Mississippi
River, this game would be a natural in
the era of Mark Twain's U{e On The Mississippi. Imagine plying the thousand
miles of water between Baton Rouge and
Cairo with its countless shifting sandbars,
dikes, eddies and other hazards. Add to
this the seasonal risks: high water and
fast currents in the spring, low water in
the summer and ice floes. Then, imagine
the ability to decide when to 'bet the
farm' on an impromptu riverboat race,
choosing and handling cargo to insure a
profitable voyage, and 'sitting in" on an
exciting hand of poker with a
riverboat gambler.

'
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•Accolade•

Bar Games
Blue Angels
Cycles
Fourth & Inc hes
Jack Nic klaus Golf
Mean 18
Test Drive

26.33.27.26.31 .-

28.26.-

• Activision •

David Wolf
Death Track
Grave Yardage
Mechworrior

32 .30.24.32.-

• Broderbund •

Lode Runner
8.25
Sim City
31 .Ultima IV & V
37 .Ultima Trilogy
37 .Where Carmen
Europe or USA
29 .Where Carmen Time 29 .Where Carmen World 26.• Cinemaware •

Defender Crown
King Chicago
Rocket Ranger
S.D.I.
TV Sports Football

27 .31. 31. 10.33 .-

• Data East•

Bad Dudes II
Heavy Barrel
Platoon
Robocop

31. -

26. 25.26.-

•Data Soll•

Altern Reality : City
Annals Rome
Hunt Red Oct.
Lancelot
Napoleon Russia
Time & Magik

26.24.32 .-

26.24.-

27 .-

• Electronic Arts •

688 Attack Sub
Abrams Battle Tank
Bard 's Ta le II
Empire
Jordan vs Bird
Kings Beach Volleyb
Lakers vs Celtics
Madden Football
Modem Wars
Sentinel Worlds
Starflight
Starflight II
Weavers Baseball
Yeagers AFT 2.0

34 .-

27 .33.-

F- 19 Stealth
Gunship
Ml -Tank
Sword Samuri

43 .-

33.45.36.-

• Miles Computing•

Fool' s Errand
Harrier Strike
Magic Candle

31 .31 .-

33 .-

• Mindscape •

Bal. of Power 1990
Gauntlet
lndiana Jones
Out Run

32 .-

26.26.26.-

32 .-

33.28. 33.32. -

36.26.32. -

Gold Rush
Hoyle 's Cards
L. Suit Larry
L. Suit Larry 11
L. Suit Larry Ill
Manhunter NY
Silpheed
Space Quest Ill
Wizardry I & IV
Wizardry 11-III-V

32 .-

22.32.-

33 .-

33.31 .-

• Toito •

Arkanoid
Qix
Renegade

21.24.24.

•Etc . •

Magic Candle
Neuromancer
Technocop

32.32.-

26.-

26.24 .-

26.32.-

36.32 .-

22.39.39.32 .-

• S.S.I. •

Battles of Napoleon
Curse Azure Bonds
Heroes of the Lance
Hillsfar
Pool of Radiance
Red Lightning
Sword Aragon

32 .30 .-

26.33 .33 .39 .-

28.-

• Etc.•

Barnum & Bailey Cir.
Drageons Lair
Harpoon
Faery Tale Adven .
Meanstreet
Might & Magic II
Omicron Conspiracy
Qix
Tank
Triango
Win , Lose or Draw

24 .42 .-

36.33 .37 .32 .31 .24. 37 .-

26.11 .-

• Microprose •

Airborne Ranger
Gunship
Pirates
Red Storm Rising

Alter. Reality : City
Hunt Red October
Time & Magik

21 .26.22. -

•Electronic Arts•

Bard 's Tale
Bard 's Tale I - Ill
Madden Football

15.32 .32 .-

Zork Quest: Assault
Zork Quest: Crystal
Zork Trilogy
Zork Zero

10.-

10.31.31. -

• Sierra•

Kings Quest I-IV
L. Suit Larry
Manhunter NY

32 .-

26.-

22 .22. 26.29. -

• Solid Gold •

Beyond Zork
Predator
Zork

11 .11 .-

Battles Napoleon
Hillsfar
Pool Radiance
Overrun

33. -

Magic Candle
Might & Magic
Might & Magic II
Neuromancer
Starfleet
Technocop
Tetris

26. 26.26. 26.26.26.15.-

• Etc.•

26.26.31. -

AD LIB MUSIC CARDS
only $130
with Software, $170!

Carmen
Carmen
Carmen
Carmen

Eur.
Time
Wordl
USA

29 .29 .29 .31 .-

•Cinemowore •

Defender Crown
King Chicago
Rocket Ranger
Three Stooges

32.32 .31 .31 .-

• Sierra •

Kings Quest I-IV
L. Suit Larry
Manhunter NY
Police Quest 1-11
Space Quest HI

32 .-

26.32 .32 .32 .-

•Etc. •

Bard 's Tale 1-11
Battlechess
Dungeon Master
Gauntlet
Tetris

32.32 .-

26.29. -

25.-

We Have It!

THE SEGA GEN/SIS
Call for information on
Tapes & Prices.
Hurry While Supplies
Last!

NEC -T.G.16
Call for information
on the hottest games and
the best prices!

•••••••••••••••
• Electronic Arts•

Bard 's Tale
Bard 's Tale 11
Ferrari Formula I
Battletech
Zork Trilogy
Zork Zero

31.40.33 .32 .31. 37 .-

•Sierra •

Kings Quest I-IV
L. Suit Larry
L. Suit Larry II
Manhunter NY
Space Quest
Thexder

32 .-

26.32 .32. 31 .24 .-

•Etc.•

Battlec hess
Dragon 's Lair
Dungeon Master
Heroes Lance
War Middle Earth

32 .39 .-

26.27 .32 .-

31 .-

~

I

• Broderbund •

Where
Where
Where
Where

11 .-

• S.S.I . •

• lnfocom•

• Data Soll•

• lnfocom •

32 .29.29 .-

• S.S.I. •

Battle of Napoleon
First over Germany
O verrun

• Sierra•

27.27.-

• Melbourne House •

Barba ran
J. Elways Quarterb
War Middle Earth

36 __

31 .-

• Lucas Film •

Efottle Hawks 1942
Maniac Mansion
Zak McKraken

F-1 5II • Microprose •

For Ni ntendo Games,
Call Our Nintendo
Direct Line
(508) 790-3496

Why Liva with EGA
when you can live in
Paradise?
VGA Cards
by
•Paradise•

We carry many other
products!
Call for Maxell 5.25 and 3.5"
floppy disks, CH Mach Joy
Sticks. We carry Hayes
Comp. Modems, a full line of
computers and monitors. We
also carry graphix cards and
disk drives.

~WE ACCEPT
MONEY ORDERS

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-448-2117

VISA/MASTERCARD WELCOME
CODS ACCEPTED

OPEN: 9 AM - 10 PM (Mon. - Sat.)
9 AM - 8 PM (Sunday) EST

ASK US ABOUT
OUR MONTHLY
SPECIALS

15 OAKNECK ROAD • SUITE 15 • HYANNIS, MA 02601
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Foreign Correspondence

Over There
Continued from page 10

depth of the adventure element which
might just turn this game into a classic.
German-based Rainbow Arts is about
to release, on Amiga and ST, East vs.
West: Berlin 1948. It incorporates a novel
scenario that seems eons away. At the
game's start, the "Berlin Airlift" is about to
commence after the Soviets closed the
doors to all traffic. Billed as a "complex
and realistic adventure", the player's character is an American agent in Berlin with
the task of locating an atomic bomb
which has disappeared from a British airbase. The character must question
suspects in an effort to locate it in time
to prevent the Soviets from taking possession of it. The game will incorporate an
audio cassette which provides information and historical background.
From another German software house,
Dragonware, comes Ooze. I wish I'd
thought of that one. The protagonist is
Ham Burger (I'll just pause for the
groans), a character who has recently in-

herited a rather large house, Carfax
Abbey. There are always strange stories
surrounding large, old houses and Carfax
has them aplenty. Trouble is most of
them are true. Even the rocking chair is a
man-eater. Players must solve the
mystery of the house and its occupants.
Featuring some wonderful graphics and
digitized sound effects, Ooze is available
now on Amiga, PC and ST. Unfortunately, the IBM versions do not appear to
have sound support.
About to appear on the Amiga and ST
(IBM and C-64 versions expected in
June, 1990), is Xenomorph from U.K.
software house, Pandora. Interestingly,
the game resembles a hybrid between
Dungeon Master and the film, Alien.
Each player's character wanders a
deserted mining colony on Atargatis, an
area infested with aliens known as
Xenomorphs, in an attempt to find components to repair his ship, find
provisions, fuel and re-program his ship's
computer and get the (bleep) out. Of
course, one will need to determine the
fate of the 200 workers who originally occupied the colony and where all of these
slimy things came from? There are no
"level" promotions, but characters im-

PLAY BY MAIL GAMING

PLAY BY MAIL GAMING

PAPER
MAYHEM
"The lnformaove PBM Magaz,ne ..

DARK BLADE
P LA Y·BY ·I\I A IL

Having a hard time getting enough players together for your favorite role playing or boardgame? Eliminate this problem by joining the world of play-by-mail
gaming.
Subscribe to PAPER MAYHEM and discover the world of play-by-mail (PBM)
gaming . Virtually every facet of PBM gaming is covered by PAPER MAYHEM .
Fantasy, science fiction , historical and sports. Each bimonthly issue brings you
the latest on various PBM games in the form of reviews and articles.
Also in PAPER MAYHEM , you learn about what the PBM companies are doing by reading our Gameline section . Plus, in our PBM Activities Corner section , you can see what is happening in the current PBM games that are running .
PAPER MAYHEM has been publishing news about the PBM games and
companies since 1983. We have improved and expanded to keep up with this
ever popular activity of PBM gaming .
So why delay and miss out on all the fun? Read PAPER MAYHEM and take
advantage of PBM gaming.
SEND SUBSCRIPTIONS TO: PAPER MAYHEM (Dept CG)
1518 Adams St. , Ottawa, IL, 61350-4770
U.S. SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1 year $20.25

2 years $35.10

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTIONS: 1 year to Canada $26.25 ; 1 year to Europe $41 .10; 1 year to Australia
$47.40 All subscriptions to PAPER MAYHEM are to be paid in US funds and drawn from US banks.
Foreign subscriptions a re asked to use International Money Orders in US funds .
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■ 2 0•

differen t types or armour & weapons
of trade Items . 25000 mapable posit i ons
■ IOOO ' s of NPC' s to hire. trade wllh, f ight . speak lo
■ Si multaneous movement , F i xed turn fees
■ 7 0 elam e nls bu ilt Into every c haracter & creature
■ Play either a Warrior or a Trader
■ Dozens

S1ar1-Up pac k age o nl y $10; yo u g et a rule boo k. . full color
post er -size map. & tw o f r ee turns. in a full colo r box lo
keep your turn s lidy Furlh er turns a re SJ SO ea c h There
ar e no •hidden• e x tras no ma tt er if you con uol 10 tow ns
o r SO w a rrior s Sen d chec k or mo ne y order t o:

.w~.vt·,
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\

22659 Keswick St. Dept 6
Canoga Park, Ca. 9130-4
(818)702 - 0670

For more intormation about
play-by-mail games and companies, send for The 3rd Edition
Journal of the PBM Gamer,
which is a listing of PBM Companies and their games. Send
$2.00 to Paper Mayhem, Dept.
CG, 1518 Adams St. , Ottawa, IL
61350.
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prove their attributes by using
them successfully.
An award-winning, a Sierra-style
French adventure game is next on the
list. Entitled Future Wars, this offering
from Delphine (via Infogrames in
France, Palace in the U.K. and Interplay Productions in the U.S .) contains a
story which is a mixture of humans and
aliens brought together in search for
bombs which, if found, can save the
world. The Aliens wish to colonize Earth,
but we humans have fended them off (for
once!). The Aliens have tried another
method, though. They have planted
bombs in time (medieval, prehistoric and
future) . The game uses the mouse to a
greater extent than Sierra's products,
but the game progresses in a similar way
as one moves his/her character around
the screen. Commands can be accessed
via a menu (Examine, Take, Speak, etc).
The game features excellent graphics
and some "deep" gameplay and is
reputed to be pretty tough to solve.
Speaking about time-it's time for me to
go (Sorry, it was the best segueway available on short notice.).
See you next month! CG'tV
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Game Hints

The Book of
Legendary
Prowess
Hints and Tips for
"Knights of Legend"
As Told By &orpia
our party: You can do nicely
with two Barbarians, a Htron
pirate, a Dwarf, a Kelden,
and an Elf, especially an Usip Elf,
who begins with a skill in Elf Bow
at 25. Make sure the Barbarians
have an intellect of at least 66; roll
until you get it. Everyone else
should be in the mid-high 70's , except the Elf, who will probably
have 90 or better in intellect.

Y

Weapons: Train the Barbarians up in
Greatsword first, then work on Halberd,
since that can go higher. Train your
pirate in Halberd. After a certain quest,
you will receive a magic ingot that forges
into a very nice, low-weight, high-damage
halberd. Let him use this weapon and
Page50

The major problem in many combats is missile-use by monsters, but
there is a way of dealing with that.
If you are caught between two
groups, you're probably better off
running away. However, if they are
all massed on one side, you can do
something tricky.
First, retreat the party as fast as
you can until they are out of sight
of the missile-throwers. Everyone,
that is, except your Kelden. Him ..
. you fly around and around at top
speed, as a diversion. Wearing nothing, and unwounded, a Kelden can
run or fly at maximum speed
forever without tiring. He flies too
fast (most of the time) for the
monsters to hit him. So, they shoot
and use up all their arrows (or
boulders, or whatever).

As far as strength, the Barbarians
are likely to have 90 + and they
will be your heavy hitters. The
pirate will check in around 70, as
will the Dwarf (I took a Trollbane);
the Kelden (Far Seeker) around
80, and the Elf probably in the 4550 range. Since the Elf is primarily
a bow-user, strength here is not a
critical factor. Whatever your actual party, you want numbers in
these ranges for intellect and
strength for best results.
Armor: My group was lightly armored through the entire game.
Aside from the Kelden, who wore
none, and the Dwarf, who wore
chainmail, everyone went around
in Cuirbolli leather and barbut
(platemail) helms. Since combats
take so long, you have to be careful about fatigue, and heavy armor
wears characters out very quickly,
especially during the high-fatigue
exertions of combat. Having
protection is fine, but you have to
be able to kill the opposition, too. Actually, though, Ringmail is a trifle better; it
has slightly more protection, while weighing the same as Cuirbolli.

casions when you will want to run
instead of fight, especially when
you come up against monsters
who are too powerful or too
numerous to take on. If your
weapons are sheathed, you can't
drop them (and you will certainly
drop them if they are in hand when
you flee) . This does not, however,
apply to bows. I never lost a
longbow or Elf bow when running
away, so those can be kept readied.
Remember to re-sheathe everything
after the combat.

Meanwhile, the rest of your party
sets up out of range and takes on
all the non-missile-using critters
(who have been following you).
Now, you only have to fight in
small doses, so to speak, and
without worrying about monsters in
the back peppering everyone with
arrows. Once all the monster missiles have been used up, your Kelden can go into action with his
own bow (he can shoot while airborne) or spells (of course, he
should be on the ground when
casting spells).

4

Magic: The most important rule
in regard to magic is this: always
TITLE:
SYSTEMS:
PRICE:
DESIGNER:
PUBLISHER:

Knights of Legend

Apple II, C-64, IBM
$49.95

Tod M itchell Porter
Origin System

/.)

Austin, TX

dump his wimpy scimitar. He will be
much more useful in combat. The Dwarf
should train up in Great Axe. The Kelden
has to work on Greatsword, but for certain reasons mentioned below, his
progress will be slow for some time. The
Elf should, of course, concentrate on Elf
Bow first. Beyond this, what you want to
train in is pretty much open.

Combat: First, always travel with your
weapons sheathed. There are many oc-

•

Continued on page 52
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Mean Streets has
set a new standard
for interactive adventure
games!
-R. A. Frisk
Sugarland, Texas

D

Beautiful! A new
step ahead in
computer entertainment.
-M.A. Platnick
Bluefield, WV

.
11

It's the year 2033. Your name is Tex Murphy,
private investigator in San Francisco. You 've
been hired by the beautiful daughter of a
university professor to uncover the facts
about her father's death.
As you begin your investigation, you
uncover the deaths of several prominent
members of the scientific community.
Are these deaths coincidental, or is
something more sinister going on?
• You will interact with more than 27
characters which animate and
respond to questions, bribes and
threats.
Some characters actually talk.
This spectacular effect is
achieved by synchronizing
digitized animation with

Rtd~··.

Mean Streets is
a major technical
breakthrough for the
I.B.M.
-Electronic Gamer

□ Mean Streets is a

dazzling product! A
showpiece game for VGA
machines.
-Video Games and
Computer Entertainer

n
l!::::::,J

Mean Streets' Real Sound's
quality of music, voice & special
effects beats anything I've heard from
my "Ad Lib"'" ... hands down!
-H. Nichols
CPAA

D

Animating digitized images and
synchronizing them with great
voice and sound simu...--~.;;::
lation for IBM P.C. make
Mean Streets more
realistic than anything
you may already have
experienced. To call
Mean Streets just
another computer game
is an understatement!
-Game Player's Strategy

545 WEST 500 SOUTH, BOUNTIFUL, UTAH 84010
(801) 298-9077 1-800-824-2549

You'll crack high-tech
security systems.
You'll rummage
through offices,
warehouses, and
factories as you
search for vital clues.
You'll risk your life in
action-packed
shootouts.
Mean Streets features

Rtd ~ ··, our own
proprietary technology that
allows MS-DOS computers to
play high quality digitized sound
effects, music and speech
WITHOUT HARDWARE.

ACTUAL
256COLOR
VGA SCREENS

Continued from page 50

buy your spells in groups of four. Did you
know you could do that? Probably not, as
the manual does not mention, does not
even hint, that this can be done. Yet, this
single fact is crucial to effectively learning
and using magic. Anyone can buy a spell
"off the rack", but only a member of the
order can modify a spell, which is why
everyone needs to belong to a magical
order. If you buy and modify spells one at
a time, you'll be at it forever, due to the
cost in adventure points and gold.

To buy the second set of Legendary or
Giant class, you need 2460 adventure
points, and the final set of Giant spells
will be around 6250 adventure points.
Even so, this represents far less time (and
money) than buying a spell at a time and
fiddling with it.
For this reason, you should concentrate
on getting spells first. Your Barbarians
should join the Human/Elf and Dwarf/Kelden orders (which have the lowest intellect requirements). The Elf should join
the Legendary monster order, and the
Kelden should join the Giant class order.
The other two can be split between the
remaining party members as you like.

However, you can buy one spell, and
alter it to affect up to four different
monsters, at maximum damage, for a
surprisingly low cost. Here is an actual example from Giant Class spells (which also
applies to Legendary, Elemental,
and Undead).
You buy the basic "hurt Goblin" spell for
540 gold. Now you go in to modify it.
Notice that under "Goblin" are three
empty slots. These you fill in with Ore,
Hobgoblin, and Great Ore (following the
order in the manual on p. 73). Now you
move over to damage and pump it up to
the max (8-96). Finally, give your spell a

new name instead of the bogus
Elven gibberish.
Do you think this costs a lot? Nope!
You now have one spell that will hit any
of four different monsters for serious
damage, and it requires only 1170 adventure points and 1670 gold.

Note that once you have bought the
basic "package" in Undead and Elemental, you don't need any more, and those
mages can concentrate on weapon skills.
You may want Fatigue spells as well as
body for the Dwarf/Kelden and
Human/Elf groups, although I managed
to get along without Fatigue.
Continued on page 60
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"Space Combat is FUN! Easy to play, yet
enough depth to keep any sci-fi PBM fan
engrossed. The tactical laser-printed maps
for the 2-D version really brings the game
to life. TRY IT! " Tim Sullivan, FLAGSHIP US editor

,J

"Well-designed, with a superbly written
rulebook and laser-printed turnsheets,
Space Combat is an easy-to-learn but challenging game . Its innovative design
rewards tactical brilliance while giving neophytes plenty of opportunities to sharpen
their skills." J.W . Akers-Sassaman

•I
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Go back through time into mysterious,
distant lands, alive with conflict, intrigue
and passion. Koei products transport you to
real countries with a real past. Your
survival and conquest will take valor and
discretion, battlefield guts and financial
finesse, heavy handed rule and
gentle diplomacy.
Huge databases, gorgeous graphics and a
friendly user interface make Koei historical
simulations a joy to play.

Experience Japan's Greatest ,
Romance of the
Three Kingdoms
Live Second
Century China

Nobunaga's Ambition

Genghis Khan

The Struggle to
Become Shogun

Conquests Of
Love And War

Features Include:

Features Include:

• 255 Characters, each
with a distinct
personality
• Military, economic
and diplomatic
simulation
• Five different
scenarios
• For one to eight players
• Complete operations
manual and
historical notes

• For one to eight players
• Two Scenarios, five
levels of play
• Instruction manual,
historical notes and
reference included

You are a warlord in second century
China. Central government has
collapsed, creating a power vacuum
you long to fill. Success means
triumphing against other warlords
and the elements, to control the
nation.

The Best, LoHgest
Selling Simulation
Game Ever
Released in Japan

Take the part of a Daimyo during
Japan's bloody, sixteenth century,
warring states period. Increase the
strength of your states slowly, or risk
everything in a desperate, all or
nothing grab for power.

Features Include:

• For one to four
players
• Two separate
scenarios with five
levels of difficulty
• A Quick Resolution
Mode that resolves
battles in seconds
• Advanced combat
system
• Characters with dis-

Destroy your enemies in battle, or by
assassination, while you keep your
populace happy, your treasury full,
and your subordinates loyal. A
seduced princess can produce heirs to
govern conquered territories.

Winner:
1989 Strategy Game of the Year
Computer Gaming World Magazine

Finalist:
Software Publisher's Association's
Excellence in Software Awards.

Finalist:
1989 Strategy Game of the Year
Computer Gaming World Magazine

IBM & Compatibles, Amiga

IBM & Compatibl es

IBM & Compatibles, Amiga

KOEI ... We Supply The Past, You Make The History

Realistic, complex scenarios and intelligent
computer opponents make Koei simulations
a challenge to win. Each game offers
hundreds of hours of non-repetitious
playing time.
Koei is Japan's leading producer of
entertainment and educational software.
The simulations you see on these pages are
some of the best, and longest selling titles
ever seen in Japan. A few moments with
any Koei product will make it clear why.

Strategy Simulations
Bandit
Kings of
Ancient
China
Features Include:
• Four separate
scenarios;
• One to seven
players;
• Military, Economic
and Diplomatic
Simulation;
• Cast of 255
characters with
unique abilities,
personalities, and
social positions;
• Sophisticated battle
system that
incorporates
everything from
seasonal terrain
changes to fireballs
and magic;
• Not copy protected.

IBM & Compatibles
• Coming Soon
For The Amiga

The newly appointed Minister of War has seized all
imperial authority, and rules the Empire with malicious
glee. Those who oppose him are branded and exiled.
The Emperor, reduced to a shadow in his own palace,
has one last chance to restore order and justice ... you.
But Gao Qiu, the evil Minister of War, will use his
considerable power to destroy you unless you get to him
first. And if things weren't bad enough, the northern
border is swarming with barbarians, bent on taking the
Empire's riches for their own.

KOEI
C

#

Koei Corporation, One Bay Plaza, Suite 540,1350 Bayshore Highway Burlingame, CA 94010, Tel. 415-348-0500
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
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Taking a Peek
Continued from page 6
The dynamite graphics and pulse racing sound
and music hurl you through a race against
time to save Earth from alien destruction. As
you whiz through the Tunnels of Armageddon
at break neck (and break ship) speed, zapping
all the way, others will notice that your body
leans with every turn, and gets thrown back
into your chair with every crash. You will love
becoming one with your computer, as you
share a video joy ride out of the best Science
Fiction traditions. Apple JIGS ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #6.

Cartooners

Capstone
14160 S.W. 139 Court
Miami, FL 33186-5521
MIAMI VICE: Think of Crockett and Tubbs
as the Mario Brothers with guns. If this style of
arcade action is for you, including car and boat
chases, than your vice isn't in Miami - it's on
your computer. Atari ST, IBM ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #7.
WALL $TREET RAIDER: Senator Jack S.
Dogbreath says the economy is heading for a
depression at the beginning of this fast-moving
economic simulation. Up to four human
players or any combination of two to four computer and human opponents can invest in the
same marketplace. The goal is to gain voting
control of an ailing company and turn it around
with sound management principles. IBM

Battleship Bismarck

($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #8.

Electronic Arts
P.O. Box 7578
San Mateo, CA 94403
CARTOONERS: Look out Warner Brothers,
Hanna-Barbara and R. K. Maroon! The stage is
set for you to be your own producer/director
with EA's Cartooners. Imaginative adults will
enjoy this as much as their kids, and teaching
them the few ins and outs of the menu driven
program will give you a great parent/child sharing experience. (Of course, your senses of
humor may differ . . . ). You may soon find
that your child likes MAKING cartoons even
more then watching them! IBM ($49.95), Apple
IIGS ($59.95).
Circle Reader Service #9.
STARFLIGHT 2: As previewed in Computer
Gaming World #66 (December, 1989), this
epic space adventure game goes well beyond
the original Starnighl Fire up your IBM, Tandy
and compatibles and blast off ($49.95).
Circle Reader Service #10.

Cosml
431 North Figueroa Street
Wilmington, CA 90744
WAR EAGLES: This budget-priced World
War One night simulator is a solid basic entry
into the market The action is quick enough to
get into, the controls easy enough to understand, and the action relenUess enough to keep
your blood pressure up. Players can assume
either side and choose from five different mis-
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McGee
sions. The graphics of a pilot's history and
medals won is a cute end-of-game feature as
well. IBM ($19.95).
Circle Reader Service # 11.

General Quarters Software
P.O. Box 1429
Torrance, CA 90505
BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: (Exercise Rhine,
May 1941): While clearly not a slick, high gloss
production computer wargame, "BatUeship Bismarck" offers some solid features for naval wargamers. With both a strategic and a tactical
game, as well as features which allow you to
alter the computer's strategy, this game will
remain challenging even with repeat playings.
The historical research seems fairly well
thought out, and the commands are easy
enough to enter, so one can start playing the
game without grinding through too many rules.
Apple II, IBM ($35.00). Circle Reader Service

#12.

Caddiehack

Laurence Productions, Inc.
1800 South 35th Street
Galesburg, Ml 49053-9687
McGEE: Aptly described as "lapware",
"McGee" is a program for your 2-4 year old to
share with you. Simply place your tiny tot on
your lap, saddle up to the computer, place your
child's hand on the mouse and let the clicking
begin. With no printed words involved, McGee,
the hero of our story, goes from room to room,
item to item, discovering things in the
household as he goes along. With fine quality
graphics and digitized words and sounds, your
child will share his or her own experiences with
you even as McGee experiences them on
screen. What a time to share with your kid
(and suddenly you have SO MUCH to talk
about!). Thanks, McGee .. . Apple JIGS
($39.95). Circle Reader Service #13.

Continued on page 62
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BATTLE TANK AND FLIGHT SIMULATION COMBAT ACTION

THE FUTURE OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT IS NOW

M-1 TANK PLATOON AND
A-1O TANK KILLER

ROBOCOP
MOVIE& GAME

COMBINATION PACKAGE

DH12

MS1

FIGHT TERRORISTS IN A LA HIRISE 3D GRAPHICS IN MULTIPLE
ENDINGS

INTERACTIVE DETECTIVE MOVIE
SUPER GRAPHICS ... YOU'RE ON

"DIE HARD"
VIDEO AND GAME

WITH LETHAL WEAPON II
MOVIE& GAME

IJ3

BA7

STEP INTO INDY'S SHOES CONTINUE THE ADVENTURE

SUPER SONIC FLYING
FORMATIONS WITH YOU AND
THE BLUE ANGELS FLYING TEAM

THE LAST CRUSADE
VIDEO CASSETTE AND GAME

ST5
TOP NOTCH GRAPHICS LETS YOU
BOLDLY GO WHERE NO MAN HAS
GONE BEFORE

STAR TREK V
VIDEO CASSETTE AND GAME

•

"MEAN STREETS 11

BLUE ANGELS
MOVIE AND GAME

TGR
STRIKE EAGLE II RIGHT OUT OF
THE HEADLINES

STRIKE EAGLE II
MOVIE AND GAME

JB7

CC4

GET YOUR 'LICENSE TO KILL'
WITH JAMES BOND IN

COMMAND THE HOTTEST
STRIKE FORCE IN THE WORLD

"LICENSE TO KILL 11

CARRIER COMMAND

MOVIE& GAME
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Letters
NEW FROM SIMCAN
BATTLE TAHK:

BARBAROSSA TO STALINGRAD, Grand

Tactical Armoured Combat In The East, June 1941

Hi, ho, CD! The "ROM" Ranger
Please refer to your December editorial regarding CD-ROM gaming systems [Ed: Actually, November's editorial/. I firmly believe that it is essential tha tthe gaming'simulatlon hobby orient Itself towards dedicated
gaming systems [in order) to grow. The new simulations released push the
286 machines to their limits and beyond. If one wants state of the art
graphic and playability in various simulations, a fast 286 or 386 machine is
required. The cost to upgrade existing computers runs into the hundreds,
if not thousands, of dollars. To convert EGA to VGA costs $200 to $350, a
sound board costs $100 to $500 and upgrading an 8080 or a 286 to a
386 machine costs thousands of dollars.
Few people can afford to upgrade personal computers as new developments occur. Low cost mass-produced gaming'simulation machines can
offer new technology at a much lower cost The cost to upgrade these
machines or replace them as technology improves will be substantially less
than upgrading business computers.
This CD-ROM gaming'simulation systems will have a broad market appeal. It will not be dedicated to one type of gamer but to people that play
arcade, action, simulation and strategy games. It will have a constant following of users and therefore, constant business investment As you stated
in your article, Lucasftlm, Electronic Arts and Spectrum-Holobyte are
investigating CD-ROM. Then, you can bet Microprose, SSI, Sierra and
the rest will, too.
I am getting bored by looking at a small 16 color screen with artificial
sounds. I will gladly invest several hundred dollars to be able to dogfight or
hash it out tank to tank on a 27" or larger color screen and have sound effects in full digital stereo. And, when fiber optic 1V is in the home, interactive gaming'simulations will be played on levels never imagined. I think
other computer gamers will invest in this system, too, and therefore, see
the ultimate demise of computer gaming as we know it today.

D.F.
Oceanside, NY

Whoa, there! We didn't mean for the doom and gloom to get out of
hand. The "ultimate demise of computer gaming as we /mow it today"
isn't a very pretty picture. The editorial was trying to convey the fact
that personal computer owners could not afford to ignore the dedicated
game machine market. We did not mean to imply that either of the
game systems menlloned had cornered the market nor captured the
spirits of gamers throughout the country. (For a related discussion, see
the lead story In this issue's "Inside The Industry" (p. 18)).

Time To Buy?
With regard to Time to Die by Virgin Mastertronic, isn't this the same
game as Borrowed Time, put out by Activision in 1985? How can a different company put out the same game with a different name? No big
deal, since any careful buyer will no doubt note the similarity, but what if
someone buys it as a gilt where the difference in names could result in the
gilt receiver getting a new copy of Borrowed Time, only under a
different name?
Don Ryerson
San Pedro, CA

You are absolutely right. For those of you who missed the fine print on
the back of the box, "Ucensed from Interplay Producllons-Previously
published under the Utle 'Borrowed Time"', here's a word to the wise.
Many of the Utles In Mastertronic's budget line are reprints of out of print
favorites. Those who have been purchasing computer games for several
years should examine the back of the box before they buy. Of course,
we think the note should have been on the box cover, too.
Page58

- May 1943. "Early on Sunday morning, June 22, the
German flood poured across the frontier, In three great
parallel surae5 between the Baltic Sea and the Carpatlan
Mountall)S. 1 As the commander of a front line regiment,
you will be part of that surge, aiming your tanl<s and
infantry for the heart of Russia. Or, backed by your T34s and massed artillery, you can be part of the rock that
tide would eventually wash up against at Stalingrad.
BATTLE TAHK: BARBAROSSA TO STALINGRAD
is a command oriented, viewpoint style study of the first
half of the Second World War In the East.
Your main
maneuver elements are companies and platoons. The full
range of TOEs of the period are under your command,
from recon vehicles to Panzer regiments.
7 pre-built
scenarios allow the players to get Immediately Into the game,
but the heart of the simulation Is a build-your-own routine
that allows you to create scenarios simulating Innumerable
actions between German and Soviet forces. 2 may play, or
the computer will play either side. Design and development
by S. Newberg G S. St. John; art by J. Kula. Amiga,
Atari ST, or IBMPC.
MALTA STORM, The Battle For The Central
Mediterranean, December 1941 - August 1942. The
original Italian plan had seemed simple: Confiscate the lightly
defended territories of North Africa, thus reestablishing the
Italian Empire and and pushing out the Interfering Enallsh
at the same time. It would only require the refurblsned
and enlargened La Regla Marina to establish secure supply
lanes across the narrow passage from Italy to Tripoli.
Certainly not a problem, considering the assistance of the
Luftwaffe. After all, the main Allied staging areas were off
at the opposite ends of the Med: Alexanaria In Egypt and
Gibraltar in Spain. Only the tiny outpost on the central
island of Malta stood In the way ...
MALTA STORM Is an operational and stratealc
examination of the Axis attempt to obtain control of the
Central Mediterranean In the face of a fierce Allied
determination to contest that control. Using_ an Innovative
system, players are placed In the roles of Cunningham or
Kesselring. 2 may p1ay, or the computer will _play either
side. Design by R. Crandall, development by S. Newberg,
G art by J. Kula. Amiga, Atari ST, or IBMPC.
OTHER SIMCAH COMPUTER GAMES:

MBT: CENTRAL GERMANY, Modern Tactical Combat
KRIEGSMARINE, Tactical Naval Combat In The Atlantic
NORTHERN FLEET, Modern Operations In The Atlantic
GRAND FLEET, Tactical Naval Combat, 1906-1920
ROMMEL AT EL ALAMEIN, The Battle For Egypt, 1942
IN HARM'S WAY, Pacific Tactical Naval Combat, '43-' 44
MOSCOW CAMPAIGN, Operations Typhone G White Storm
LONG LANCE, Tactical Naval Combat In The Pacific, 1942
TO THE RHINE, The Allied Advance In The West, 1944
ROMMEL AT GAZALA, Battles For Tobruk, 1942
STALINGRAD CAMPAIGN, Turning Point In The East
KURSK CAMPAIGN, Operation Zltadelle, Summer 1943
OPERATION OVERLORD, The Invasion Of Europe, 1944
SEVENTH FLEET, Modern Naval Operations In The Pacific
GOLAN FRONT, The 1973 Arab/Israeli War In The North.
BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC, The Ocean Lifeline, '40-'44
FIFTH ESKADRA, Modern Naval Operations In The Med
FALL GELB, The Fall Of Franace, Sprinf! 1940
GREY SEAS, GREY SKIES, Modern Tactical Naval Combat
ORDERING INFORMATION, PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: If
you cannot-find-the game you wlsh-topurch~t your
aimput~tore or-hobbyshop, :yo(lmay purchase It- direct
from Simulations Canada. -All-gamesai'e $60:-oo-each-for
Americans(lncltIdings hip ping), -$ 8 0:-0 0eoch-focCan adlans
(Fed:-Tax-&-Shipplng7i'fcltided)-;----ai'ld -$65.-oo each-for
purch~ outsldeNorth-Amenca(lncliid!ngshipplng):- We
wm-1etchequesclearbefbreshlpplng(6 weeksl)-;-somoney
orde~ are preferred-.-PLEASE-be su~rn-tell- u-r-the
computeryou own.
**Purchasersoutslde -canadashoTI!d
~d- payment lnU:S.-funds.••-Nova Scotlansmustadd
an extra 10% of-the total focProvlnc1al Tax.
- - -SIMULATIONS CANADA, P.O. Box 452
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, Canada, B4V 2X6
Circle Reader Service #61
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Game Hints

Knights of Legend

Most of the quests are pretty straightforward, but there are some you need to be
warned about.

Continued from page 52

Great Ores: Your party will be split on
entry, with half at the north entrance and
half at the east entrance.

Quests: Your single most important factor is your Kelden. Unless you really want
to take the time to kill all the monsters,
why bother fighting your way through narrow tunnels and bridges? Ifs pointless
and takes hours. Most of the time, the
item you're after is positioned as far from
the entry as possible. The simplest thing
to do is send your Kelden flying in from
behind and have him pick up the item
while everyone waits at the entry point.
This is the reason to give him Giant
spells. 11 of the quests involve Giantclass monsters (only Hill Giants are not
met in quests). Sometimes the object will
be heavily-guarded, and the spells will
remove those obstacles. Other times, he
will be able to lure the monsters away
from the immediate area and then be
able to double-back and pick it up.

Skeletons: You will absolutely need
someone who can fly to complete
this one.
Mist Giants: You will also need a flyer
to complete this one.

Underground, it is usually best to send
in whoever has the relevant class of
spells. Just be sure to remove that
person's armor and give it to the rest of
the party to hold. Removing the armor
helps in regaining fatigue loss
from spell casting.

K ids are key to America's future.

And so are computers.
By the year 2010, virtually every job in our nation
will require some computing skills. That means preparing
all of our youth today to take on technology tomorrow.
Our students' math and science scores are far below those
in other countries. To excel in our high tech times , our
kids need to catch on to computers. They're tools that can
inspire them to think more independently. More creatively.

Sylphs: Your party will appear on a
small island, surround by water and other
islands with Sylphs on them (sylphs,
being water elementals, have no
problems moving through water). Fighting is unavoidable, so try to kill them off
and get your weapons sheathed before
the Kelden exits with the quest item (Yes,
you need a flyer here, too).
Minotaurs: Your party is split four ways
after entering the quest, with 1 and 5
west, 2 and 6 east, 3 south, and 4 north.
You may want to make some rearrange-

The Computer Learning Foundation is a non-profit
organization that's taking the lead in computer literacy
efforts nationwide. We' re bringing together companies,
state departments of education, national non-profits and
loca l groups.
Our Computer Learning Month in October is a focus for
thousands of community and classroom programs. We've
involved millions in discovering the benefits of computing.

The Computer Leaming Fo1111datio11 is sponsored by: Academic Computing. Britannica Soft ware. Brode rbund Softwa re. Inc .. C lass room Compute r Learning. Compute ' .
Earl y C hildhood News. Electronic Learning. Great Wave Soft ware®. Jostens Learning Corporation. Logo Computer Systems. Inc .. Scholastic Softwa rern. Inc ..
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Cyclops: This is the one time in the
game when you absolutely must kill off
all the monsters, so send in the whole
team and blow the critters away. Watch
out for missiles.

Finally, there are some other things to
keep in mind when doing quests. First,
never use the "flee" option to exit after
picking up the quest item. It will be
dropped in that case and you will have to
get it all over again. The character with
the quest item should head for the area
boundary at top speed and keep moving
until the "do you want to flee?"
message appears.
ments in your regular party order before
doing this one.

Sledges: This is the nastiest quest in
the game. The party is split up completely with each character alone in a maze of
tunnels. It will take some work and a lot
of luck to get them together again. This
is the one time when you want some
armor on your Kelden.

ever, if you actually kill off all the
monsters, as you get the usual victory
screen and the chance to pick up anything that may have been dropped
during combat.
Last, but not least, as soon as you're
out of the quest area (however you got
out), put that quest item in your backpack so it won't be lost if you have to run
from combat on your way back with it.

--------------CGW

Second, all party members should have
their weapons sheathed before the "flee"
message appears, or they will
drop their weapons.
Third, try to keep anyone from falling in
combat. Otherwise, when you leave, that
character will be missing things, including armor, weapons, and items from
the backpack.
The above points do not apply, how-

7

0

Join us. We' re here to help you di scover the ease and fun
of computing.
Contact the Foundation now fo r more infor mati on about
our contests, books, free materials, programs and events.
We're dedicated to sharing computer learning ideas. Write
us today: Computer Learning Foundation , Dept. CGW3,
P.O. Box 60007, Palo Alto, CA 94306-0007.
Co mpu-Teac h "'. Compute r Gaming Worl d. C urriculum Produ ct ews. Dav idso n & Associates. Inc .. Del Monte Foods. USA .
Soft ware Publis he rs Assoc iati o n. Tancly"IRadi o Shac k®. T. H.E. Journa l. Teac hing K-8. Teac hing and Computers. Today"s Catho lic Teac her
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Micode Developments
P.O. Box 1621
Herndon, VA 22070-1621
CADDIEHACK: A nice, garden variety golf
game is made much better with the inclusion
of the Course Architect Program. Certainly
enough of a challenge to keep any computer
golfer above par through several playings. IBM
($20.00) Circle Reader Service #14.

Mlndscape
HARLEY-DAVIDSON: TIIE ROAD TO
STURGIS: This game let's players explore a
rather unique bit of Americana. Players take the
role of a Wanna-Be biker heading to the annual
biker rally in Sturgis, S.D. Players have ten
days to complete a trip from Maine to South
Dakota while trying to raise their biker rating to
a respectable level. The rather average action
sequences include such biker rituals as the
slow-ride contests, drag races, hill climbs, and
the poker and weenie runs. IBM ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #15.

Nightmare on Elm Street

Monarch Software
655 Montgomery Street #540
San Franclsco, CA 94109
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET: This
real time maze game has all the trappings of
the ''hurry, find it, pick it up and zap it if it
fights you" genre. For Freddy fans, however,
there is enough Nightmare flavor on Elm Street
to justify the story line. A bit of thought and
problem solving is involved, adding pressure to
Freddy's already relentless pursuit You must
rescue your four friends before it's too late. The
graphics have little to recommend them, and
once you've "cracked" this game, its replay
value is about the same as the gum stuck on
the bottom of your chair. IBM ($34.99), C-64
($29.99). Circle Reader Service #16.

X-Men

Bruce Lee Lives

Table Tennis

New World Computing
P.O. Box 2068
Van Nuys, CA 91404
NUCLEAR WAR: If you've never played
Flying Buffalo/Blade's silly Nuclear War Card
Game, you've missed a treat This com puterized version is all aficionados of that game
could hope for, and morel Set in a darkly
humorous world, with tongue planted firmly in
cheek, Nuclear War pits you against four other
maniacal world leaders (all of whom are
parodies of today's world leaders, each with
their own warmongering strategy). Fun, frustrating, and ALWAYS silly, the graphics and interaction get you playing quick and playing it over
and over. This game goes ofT the scale of our
GeigerCounterl Amiga.
Circle Reader Service #17.

Paragon Software
180 Lakel'ront Drive
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
X-MEN: MADNESS IN MURDERWORLD:
In the early days of the Marvel Comic Universe,
Page 62

Professor Xavier (a wheelchair bound
pedagogue with powerful telepathic abilities)
gathered together several teenagers with astounding abilities acquired due to genetic mutations. He formed an amazing team of superheroes from these adolescent mutants that
came to be known as the ''X-Men" (because of
the eXtra powers they had to learn to control).
In this action-adventure game which, thankful ly, requires more thought than its pure action
predecessor (Doctor Doom 's Revenge), Professor X has been kidnapped by the X-Men's archenemy, Magneto. The player controls six of the
most popular X-Men ever to appear in the Marvel Comic's series: Cyclops, Storm, Wolverine,
Dazzler, Storm, Colossus and Nightcrawler.
IBM ($39.95). Circle Reader Service #18.

Software Toolworks
19808 Nordhoff Place
Chatsworth, CA 91311

ture intersperses beautiful graphic screens with
martial arts action sequences. Set in Bruce
Lee's Hong Kong, the player battles the evil
Master Po and his henchmen for control of the
city. The program implements a special macro
function that allows players to program Bruce
with a series of moves to use with a single key.
Special artificial intelligence routines enable
Bruce's opponents to learn and adjust to his
moves, forcing the player to constantly refine
and adjust their fighting style. IBM ($49.95).
Circle Reader Service #19.

Starbyte Software
Nordring 71
4630 Bochum 1
West Germany
TABLE TENNIS SIMULATION: This one
or two player game has a set of rules which
come in four languages, but in plain English
the game leaves a bit to be desired. The dark

BRUCE LEE LIVES: This kung fu advenComputer Gaming World
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Champions of Krynn

True Hockey
screen graphics and inexplicable turtles are one
thing, but figuring out how to serve the ball
shouldn't leave you wanting to paddle your
monitor. The practice routine and different
types or ball control are nice enough to warrant
a look, but overall this game doesn't clear the
net. Amiga.
Circle Reader Service #20.

Strategic Simulations, Inc.
675 Almanor Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN: If you liked Pool
or Radiance and Curse or the Azure Bonds,
then you'll be very pleased to boot up Champions or Krynn. Taking this system for the first
time into the Dragonl..ance world with many or
its characters (Tanis, Tasselhoff, etc.), this
game adds some new features such as moons
with phases and gods that add special abilities
to your cleric characters. The scope or this
game is no less legendary than its aforementioned predecessors. Ir this is your genre, call in
where you work and tell them that you've got
another one or those 5-day revers ... You'll want
to finish this one right away, too. IBM ($49.95).
Circle Reader Service #21.

Strategic Studies Group
P.O. Box 261
Drummoyne, 2047 AUSTRALIA
PANZER BATil.ES: This, the latest in the
Battlefront series or wargames, is so generic
that the first large, boldface print word you see
inside the rules booklet is "Battlefront" (only the
cover has been changed so you'll know which
game these rules belong to). Fortunately, for all
you IBM'ers, the EGA graphics are a real step
up and the play is much quicker than previous
Battlefront games. Six scenarios with lots or
armor should keep enthusiasts or this sturdy
war horse or a system enthralled yet again. The
evolutions or the icons used in the game since
the early days makes this latest edition or Bat-
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Panzer Battles

Clue: Master Detective

tlefront far more visually appealing than its ancestors. IBM, C-64 and Apple II ($39.95). Circle
Reader Service #22.
Circle Reader Service #30

TRUE Sports, Inc.
407 3rd Street West\
Madison, WV 25130
TRUE HOCKEY: Quite simply, TRUE Hockey is only for TRUE Hockey rans. Devoid or
graphics, this intense statistics based game is
for the absolute devotee or the game. Designed
for league play, one assumes the role or owner
/manager. A good deal or strategy takes place
before the puck hits the ice as team rosters are
made and players are arranged in squads
which best underscore their abilities in attack
and defense. For the thinking hockey player
and not the joystick jockey, TRUE Hockey is
best shared with others in the form or league
competition. IBM ($59.95).
Circle Reader Service #23.

Virgin Mastertronic, Inc.
18001 Cowan, Suites A and B
Irvine, CA 92714
CLUE: MASTER DETECTIVE: Better than
even hoped for, Clue :Master Detective really
delivers all the goods or the classic Parker
Brothers boardgame and also adds extras that
take it rar ahead in its own right. The pleasant
graphics lead you around a board with many
additional rooms (such as the Gazebo, the
Courtyard, the Carriage House, etc.). More
weapons (including the Horseshoe and Poison)
and additional characters (Madame Rose, Sergeant Gray, etc.) make for a fine, challenging
game or Clue. This game "done it", and done it
well! IBM, Apple II, Atari ST ($39.95).
Circle Reader Service #24.

Omega Players!
Join the Omega World Dueling Association. Enter monthly tournaments
with cash prizes. A BBS is available to
upload and download tanks.
Tournaments will include single and
team tank competitions. A single tank
contest is starting now. (Deadline is the
end of each month.)
The cost is $10 U.S. registration fee
for a one year membership and $1 OU.S.
for each tank or team entered into a
tournament. For the complete registration
package write to the address below. All
computer types supported.
Send check or money order to :
Omega World Dueling Association
P.O. Box 1498
Place Bonaventure
Montreal, Quebec
Canada HSA 1HS

514 - 672 - 0898 BBS
Circle Reader Service #31
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On the R.I.D. card provided opposite
page 4, please rate the following games
(if you have played them) and articles (if
you have read them) by using a letter
grade scale (I.e. A to F). Just rate the
games as if you were an educator. As
with the world of education, the scale
will translate to:
A= Excellent
B= Above Average
C= Average
D= Below Average
F= Failure
If you wish, you may assign pluses ( +)
or minuses (-) to your letter grade (i.e.
B+, B-, C+, C-, etc.). As always, rate
only those games that you have played.

Demographics
(List the appropriate number)
1. What is your age ?
1 = Under 14 years old
2 = 14-17 years old
3 = 18-20 years old
4 = 21 -30 years old
5 = 31 -35 years old
6
36-40 years old
7 = 41-50 years old
8 = 51 + years old
2. What machine(s) do you play games on?
(List all numbers that apply. List the machine
you use most often first, the others in decending order of use).
1 = IBM, clones, Tandy
2 = Amiga
3 = Apple 8 bit

=

Conversions Recieved
Artura ............ . . . ...... . ..... . ...... . . (Arcadia) .... . . . .... . ... Amiga
Batman .. .... ...... .. ...... . ... .. . ........ (Data East) .. . ........ . . Amiga, C64, IBM
Block Out
Breach 2

=

RID #69 Questions
Games
4. Their Finest Hour (Lucasfilm)
5. F-19 Stealth Fighter (Microprose)
6. Starflight 2 (Electronic Arts)
7. Red Storm Rising (Microprose)
8. M-1 Tank Platoon (Microprose)
9. Populous (Electronic Arts)
10. Harpoon (Three-Sixty)
11. Chessmaster 2100 (Software Toolworks)
12. Hero's Quest (Sierra)
13. A-10 Tank Killer (Dynamix)
14. Sim City (Maxis)
15. Dragon Wars (Interplay)
16. Indianapolis 500 (EA)
17. Red Lightning (SSI)
18. Windwalker (Origin)
19. MechWarrior (Activision)
20. Panzer Battles (SSG)
21 . Gold of the Americas (SSG)
22. Space Rogue (Origin)
23. The Colonel"s Bequest (Sierra)
24. TANK (Spectrum Holobyte)
25. Knights of Legend (Origin)
26. The Third Courier (Accolade)
27. Breach 2 (Omnitrend)
28. ABC Monday Night Football (Data East)
29. Joan of Arc (Broderbund)
30. It Came From The Desert (Cinemaware)
31. Leisure Suit Larry Ill (Sierra)
32. Star Trek V (Mindscape)
33. Pro Tennis Tour (UbiSolt)
34. The Blue Angels (Accolade)
35. DeathTrack (Activision)
36. Playmaker Football (Broderbund)
37. Mean Streets (Access)
38. Dragons of Flame (SSS)
39. Action Stations (Conflict Analytics)
40. The Dark Heart of Uukruul (Broderbund)

.. . .... .. .. . ....... .. • . . ..... . .. (California Dreams) ... • .. . IBM
. . .... . ... . . . . . ...... .. . . ..... .. . (Omnitrend)

. .. . . . ..... . Atari ST

Faceom ... . ........ . . .. ...... .... ..... . .. (Gamestar) . ........ . ... C64
Ferrari Formula One

. . .. . . . ........ . .... . ... (EA) . . . ...... . •.. . . . ... IBM

Grand Prix Circuit . .. . . .. • .......... . . .. .. . . . (Accolade) . . ... . ........ IIGS
Monday Night Football

.... . . ... . ... . ..... . .. (Data East) .... • .... . .. . C64

Omni-play Basketball . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . ... ..... . (SportTime) .... . ... . .. .. IBM
Omni-play Horse Racing Stable Owners Module ... (SportTime) .... • .... . ... Amiga
Omni-play Horse Racing Track 2 Support Disk

... (SportTime)

Articles
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

CES Supplement
Colonel's Bequest Hints
Knights of Legend Hints
Windwalker Review
Classic Games Review
Star Trek V Review
Letters
Inside the Industry
Ultima VI Sneak Preview
Harpoon Strategy

.. . • . ..... . . Amiga

Planet of Lust . . ... . ............. . ........ . . (Free Spirit) . .. . •.. . . . .. . IBM
QIX

4
Apple llgs
5 = Atari ST
6 = Atari 8 bit
7
C-64/128
8 = Macintosh
9 = Other (specify)
3. How much time do you typically spend playing computer games each week?
1 = Less than 2 hours
2 = 2-5 hours
3 = 6-10 hours
4 = 11-20 hours
5 = 21-30 hours
6 = 31+ hours

Questions

. . . . . .. ... . .. . . . . . ..... . . . .. •...• . ... (Taito) ..... .. . . . . .. .... IBM

Search for the Titanic
Starmght

... . .. . .. . ..... .. ...... (Capstone) . . . . .. ... . • .. . C64

. . . .. . . . ..... . .......... .. ... . .. . (EA)

Super Hang-On

. . . . . . . . ...... • . .. Amiga, Mac

.. . . .. . . . ......... . . ... ... . . (Data East) ... . ..... . .. . IBM

The Ultimate Casino Gambling Simulation

. . ... . . (Capstone) ..... ... . .... Amiga, Apll, C64

Vigilante . .... .. ... . ........ . ........ . ... . . (Data East) .. .. .. . . . • . .. C64
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51. Do you a) approve of a regular process of
updates such as that used in Harpoon and
the Spectrum-Holobyte products or would
you b) prefer that companies put a "finished"
product on the market and let it stand (the
usual procedure). In the comments area,
please feel free to comment on # 51 .
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CffAMFIOIVS or KRYIYIY improves on
the award-winning game system
used in SSl's mega-hits PooL Of
RADIANCE and CURSE Of THE AzuRE
BONDS. For the first time ever on
your computer, you'll enjoy
\ fantasy role-playing adventure
1
. in the legendary AD&D game
world of Krynn! Your quest:
Defeat a vile plot
by the forces of
evil to establish the
een, Takhisis, as
ed ruler of Krynn!
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